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Who says you can’t expand your old routing switcher?

**pro-bel, The Solutions Company,** has the answer to your expansion dilemmas. It doesn’t matter whose routing switcher you have, or even whether you use several different ones.

Our vast experience in systems engineering and interfaces enables us to create a system for your facility that extends the life of your existing hardware. You can then expand or add only the matrices you need such as serial digital video, AES digital audio, analog video, analog audio, or RS422 data, and control it all with the sophisticated and user friendly Pro-Bel control system. Our unique “tie line” software automatically facilitates digital to analog, and analog to digital path seeking in the system. You can even use your old control panels or add state-of-the-art touch screen control. Call us for more details or a system evaluation and quotation.
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From fast cuts editing to multilayer compositing, Matrox Studio Delivers.

The Matrox Studio system is being used worldwide, by a quickly growing list of professionals, in all facets of the video production industry. It’s configurable and expandable to meet the most demanding editing needs. A non-linear option, in development, further enhances the versatility of Matrox Studio. If you are looking for an affordable, state-of-the-art video production suite, CALL US.

1-800-361-4903
tel.: (514) 685-2630
fax: (514) 685-2853
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Remote Production
Special Report:
Radio and TV stations often rely on remote broadcasts to highlight their visibility within their communities. Originating these broadcasts usually falls upon the backs of engineers. This month's issue provides insight into how remote broadcasting can be made easier and more reliable.
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It doesn't care what your problem is.

Our new generation of Audiocom intercoms are so versatile, they can adapt to practically any configuration. Wet or dry applications...balanced or unbalanced lines...limited rack space—no problem. Easily expandable, too: standard mic cable connects up to 18 channels with almost any combination of our station, power supply or speaker components.

Other unique features include: voice-activated mics; independent channel Call lights and Talk/Listen controls; true, built-in IFB; and backlit, pressure-sensitive key pads that "latch on" or let go, depending how you press.

See your Telex pro audio dealer or call 1-800-554-0716 for more information.

Audiocom. So versatile, you'll have to find something besides your intercom system to worry about.
International News

By Dawn Hightower, senior associate editor

IBC to become an annual event

At a meeting of the IBC Management Committee, a decision was made to make IBC an annual event.

A working party has been formed to study the implications of this important decision, and will report back to the Management Committee with recommendations regarding the wider issues.

Further information regarding IBC 94 may be obtained from the IBC Convention Office; telephone 44 071 240 3839; fax 44 071 497 3633.

Telcor to market video compression products

Telcor, a new international venture, has been formed to manufacture and market video compression products for broadcast and related applications. Initial deliveries begin the first quarter of this year.

Telcor is a joint venture of Digital Vision of Sweden and Vistek Electronics. Ltd. of the United Kingdom. The company will be headquartered in Sweden with sales and marketing based in the United Kingdom.

Alamar expands international reach

Alamar has equipped Telecolor, a privately owned TV broadcasting system in Sicily, with two Alamar MC 2075 systems. The Telecolor system consists of four 486/SX 20MHz computers including two working with the MC 2075 systems, offering centralized control of all record and playback devices and program sources. Each of the computerized systems is subrotated to the other so that the two channels can alternately serve three programming zones. All four computers are tied together via ethernet. Each 2075 is equipped with an Alamar MC-900 for log building and the Media Manager information retrieval database.

NTL and Pace form digital partnership

NTL and Pace Micro Technology Ltd., two British companies, have announced a partnership that will enable the two companies to work together on digital TV reception equipment. Mid-to-late 1994 is the target date to manufacture the first units. NTL will supply the video compression technology and Pace will supply the design, manufacturing and worldwide distribution capacity in the domestic market.

The move is important for the two companies and for the future of digital TV broadcasting. Satellite operators are planning to introduce direct-to-home digital services in 1995. Their success will depend on a plentiful supply of receiver-decoder units at consumer prices.

This alliance will allow rapid entry into the digital consumer market as the new multichannel broadcasting formats are introduced. Together, the companies plan to develop a range of digital broadcast receivers conforming to the MPEG-2 digital compression standard.

The partnership announcement follows the appointment of both companies to the Steering Board of the Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) project, the new international initiative of the European Launch Group aimed at defining a European standard for the future of digital television by satellite, cable and terrestrial methods. As a result of a Memorandum of Understanding signed in September by its major broadcasters, equipment manufacturers, satellite and network operators and governments, all European digital TV standards agreed to under the DVB project will be based on the MPEG-2 video and audio compression standard.

Thomson-CSF and ABB form THOMCAST

ABB has merged its broadcast manufacturing business with Thomson-CSF. The business transfer included ABB’s high-power transmitter manufacturing facility in Switzerland, its antenna and structures facility in Germany, its tube production facility in Switzerland and another factory in Poland. The latter two facilities will become part of the new broadcast group: THOMCAST, a 100% owned subsidiary of Thomson-CSF. The address is 1, rue de l’Haut/ Blvd 150/78702 Conflans-Sainte-Honorine/ France; telephone 33 1 34 90 31 00; fax 33 1 34 90 30 00.

VOA considers sale of Belize station

The Voice of America (VOA) will solicit offers for the purchase of its broadcasting facilities in Belize, Central America.

Last September, the VOA announced that the Belize relay station will be closed in order to meet required budget limitations. Continued on page 77
Thanks to ULTRA-GAIN, the Z-ONE-C provides a TOTAL GAIN OF 36 dB. This gives you 1 to 3 f-stops more sensitivity than current professional CCD cameras and yet provides low noise and high quality images. With this added freedom, you can now shoot police activities, weddings, factory interiors, and other "available light" only events with new confidence.

If you are looking for superb low light performance, outstanding video quality and advanced features such as master gain customization, multiple scene files, a three position detail switch and computer interface capability, then the Z-ONE-C is for you.

Call today, for the name of the dealer nearest you, and see how the Z-ONE-C can take you out of the dark ages.
'Tis the season to spend money

Yes, I know that the holiday season is supposed to be over, but listen, readers. I come bearing good news. And after a long holiday, you can probably use some.

This month's issue provides a peek into the purchasing plans for both radio and TV stations. The results are quite encouraging. Not only are station equipment budgets higher than last year, but there is greater optimism in the industry's overall health and future.

Although our research has shown overall growth for the past two years, this year's survey contains the most optimistic news in some time.

Overall, equipment budgets for 1994 are an average 17% higher than what was actually spent in 1993. Although this year's increases in equipment budgets for television are still in the single-digit range, radio seems red hot with buying plans.

Measured over all markets, radio equipment budgets are 41% higher than what was spent last year. Combine that with last year's increase of 14% and there is every reason to believe that radio stations are back in business and ready to buy.

I might not be so optimistic about the immediate financial future of stations if this positive trend wasn't reflected in other areas of the survey. When asked if their equipment budget was sufficient, almost 62% of the respondents replied that it was. That's up 6% from last year. Also, more readers are planning to attend trade shows and training seminars than last year.

When asked to rate the overall state-of-the-industry, more readers replied that it was better than last year and far fewer rated 1993 as worse than 1992.

There are still many tough issues ahead for the industry, but the benefits of a low inflation rate and a healthier economy have finally trickled down to broadcasters. It's about time! Now they have money with which to build for the future.

Many exciting opportunities and changes are in store for stations in 1994. To take advantage of them, you have to be informed. Rest assured that the engineers (editors) at Broadcast Engineering magazine will help provide the solutions you need for today's problems and the information you need to successfully build for tomorrow's opportunities.

Brad Dick, editor
TOTALLY TRANSPARENT TRANSMISSION PROTECTION.

TRANSMISSION LIMITER 4000

Pure Sound.
Protecting transmission systems from peak overload without audible artifacts—while stringently preserving natural sound quality—is the primary objective of many of the world's finest broadcast operations. That is why so many facilities around the world are choosing the Orban Transmission Limiter 4000. The 4000 provides the peak control they need, without audibly adding, subtracting or interfering with their signal in any way.

Don't Take Our Word for It.
The 4000 provides transparent limiting with any source. Blind tests confirm that the sound of the Orban Transmission Limiter 4000 is virtually indistinguishable from the original source when driven as much as 15dB into limiting—even to trained listeners. Try it for yourself and hear what your facility can deliver when it is protected, not just restricted.

Sophisticated, Easy to Use.
Orban engineers took years to develop the complex algorithms which permit the 4000 to protect inaudibly. Yet, they kept the front panel of the 4000 clean, clear and businesslike. The precision LED displays indicate any action of the compressor or HF limiter circuitry. The only adjustments are for INPUT level and OUTPUT level. The built-in tone generator and test mode permit rapid system setup and alignment.

Orban Signature Quality.
The Transmission Limiter 4000 is one of a family of reliable, quality Orban products designed for demanding broadcast applications. Call your local Orban dealer for a hands-on demonstration of the Orban Transmission Limiter 4000—another breakthrough product from the leaders in broadcast audio processing.
AM stereo standard selected

By Harry C. Martin

On Oct. 25, 1993, the FCC selected the Motorola C-QUAM system as the single AM stereo transmitting standard for the United States. The commission's action was a response to a law passed by Congress in 1992 that required the adoption of a single standard.

AM stereo was first authorized in 1982. At that time, there were five competing AM stereo technical systems, and the FCC declined to select any of them as the single nationwide standard. Although market forces during the next 10 years narrowed the field to two systems — the Motorola C-QUAM and the Kahn System — the lack of a single standard retarded the development of AM stereo.

The National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) and other industry groups supported the FCC's proposal to name the Motorola C-QUAM system as the national standard.

Stations that have been transmitting stereo programs using systems other than C-QUAM will be permitted to continue such operations for one year. The transition to a single standard should not be difficult because receivers no longer are being manufactured for any AM stereo systems except C-QUAM.

Overnight ATS operations

Section 73.1500 of the FCC's rules permits the use of an automatic transmission system (ATS) with remote monitoring at times when there are no personnel in the studio. Many broadcasters use all-night answering services, convenience stores, or the like, to monitor their stations during overnight ATS operations.

One complication is that the EBS rules require that stations be capable, during all hours of operation, of receiving and responding to EBS activation signals. However, the FCC now considers a station to be in compliance if its monitoring and control plan ensure that station personnel will respond to EBS activations within five-to-10 minutes.

Stations using ATS on an overnight basis may, for instance, place an EBS monitor at the off-premises ATS control point and make provision for the ATS duty operator to immediately telephone station personnel in the event of an EBS activation. Such personnel would have to go to the station or otherwise respond to the activation within five-to-10 minutes.

It is advisable that the specifics of any such arrangement be set forth in a letter and sent to the FCC's EBS Branch (Room 720, 1919 M Street, N.W., Washington, DC, 20054).

Equipment performance measurements and logging

As a result of the sweeping deregulation of radio in the 1980s, many of the FCC's rules regarding proofs-of-performance and logging have been eliminated or modified. However, some basic requirements remain, which are reviewed here.

Measurements

Section 73.1590 of the rules requires AM, FM and TV stations to make equipment-performance measurements on their main transmitters as follows:

• Upon installation of a new or replacement main transmitter.
• Upon modification of an existing transmitter.
• Upon installation of AM stereo transmission equipment.
• Upon installation of FM or TV subcarrier or stereo transmission equipment.
• For AM stations, annually with not more than 14 months between measurements.
• When required by other FCC rules or the station license.

Section 73.1590(b) prescribes the methods for radio and TV stations to measure spurious and harmonic emissions. Section 73.1590(c) specifies how TV stations must measure visual equipment performance. Section 73.1590(d) requires that licensees retain a report, including the data and a description of the equipment and procedure used for the measurements. The reports must be signed and dated by the qualified person making the measurements and must be kept on file at the transmitter or remote-control point for two years.

Section 73.61 requires directional AM stations to take field measurements at the monitoring point locations specified in their licenses as often as necessary to ensure that the values specified in the station's license are not exceeded.

Directional AM stations without approved samplingsystems must make such measurements once each calendar quarter at intervals not exceeding 120 days. A "partial" proof-of-performance, consisting of at least 10 field-strength measurements made on each of the station's radials, must be made whenever the licensee has reason to believe that the radiated field may be exceeding the limits within which the station was most recently authorized to operate. The methodology for conducting AM partial proofs is set forth in Section 73.154 of the rules.

Logging. Only a minimum amount of information must be recorded on the FCC-required station log:

• The receipt or transmission of EBS tests or alerts.
• Records of any malfunction of antenna lights, including the time such malfunction was reported to the FAA, and the time repairs were completed.
• A record of the time, date and nature of repairs to the transmission system, including indications of parameters before and after the repairs.
• Other records specifically required by the FCC or an individual station's license.
• Readings of transmitter parameters if required on the station license or FCC rules (e.g., those required for directional AM stations not having a typed-approved sampling system).

* Station logs are required to be kept for two years.

Date line

On Feb. 1, 1994, annual ownership reports (or ownership certifications) are due for all radio and TV stations licensed to communities in Arkansas, Kansas, Mississippi, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York and Oklahoma, New Jersey and New York TV stations and Wyoming LPTVs also must file their renewals by Feb. 1.
Right on the heels of its Emmy Award-winning digital signal processing video cameras and the only uncompressed half-inch component digital VTRs, Panasonic Broadcast & Television Systems Company extends the digital video domain still further with the first and only digital processing monitor.

Don't confuse the AT-H1905D with analog monitors using outboard or plug-in D-to-A converters. With the AT-H1905D, the most demanding broadcast, production and post-production facilities can see what the digital picture really looks like on a 10-bit digital monitor that delivers superior horizontal resolution and color separation.

To complement the monitor's outstanding digital picture performance, operational features for the AT-H1905D include intelligent microprocessor-controlled on-screen display of set-up data and an infrared wireless/wired remote control unit.

Everyone is touting the benefits of digital for video. Now, with Panasonic, you can finally see what you're getting.
Digital video

Parallel signal specs

By Curtis Chan

In the last few years, a couple of new phrases have been added to the broadcast vernacular: bit parallel digital interface and serial digital interface. These terms refer to popular interface schemes that are associated with the D-1 and D-2 standards. During the next few months we'll discuss some of the details within these interfaces to give you a better understanding of how they operate.

Part 1 begins with the component video signal 4:2:2 bit parallel digital interface (ANSI/SMPTE 125M-1992). The standard defines an interface for system M (525/60) digital TV equipment based on CCIR Recommendation 601. The earlier RP 125 specification has evolved to include 10-bit accuracy.

The video signal is transmitted at the 4:2:2 family level of CCIR 601. The luminance sampling frequency is equal to 13.5MHz and each of the color-difference sampling frequencies is equal to 6.75MHz.

Provisions have been made to convey signals at either 8- or 10-bit precision. The digital video signal is transmitted in a parallel arrangement using 11 twisted pairs and a 25-pin "D" connector. One pair is used for the clock signal; the 10 other pairs are used to carry the video information. The bit rate is 27Mb/s with a clock frequency of 27MHz. Cables can be up to 50m without equalization and up to 300m with appropriate equalization. See Table 1 for the encoding parameters.

In Part 2, we will discuss the video data signal format and see how this data can be easily converted to its serial digital equivalent.

Progress on HDTV

In late October 1993, the Grand Alliance and the Technical Subgroup of the Advisory Committee on Advanced Television Service recommended construction of prototype hardware for the audio, compression, scanning and transport subsystems. Testing of the prototypes are scheduled for this month. A decision on the transmission system is expected after this round of tests.

In another area, the alliance has agreed to include the 1,080 active line format. Support of the 1,080 active line format followed a decision by the ATSC task force to recommend formal documentation of a production standard based on 1,080 active lines by 1,920 active samples/line at 60fps. The revision includes an interface 60Hz 1,080 line format with an option to migrate to a higher line number progressive format when applicable.

Bending to pressure from the Technical Subgroup, the alliance also presented a compression scheme with little or no divergence from the MPEG standard. MPEG-2 compatibility emerged last August's Technical Subgroup meeting after participants insisted that the alliance would need to present a strong justification for any divergence from the standard.

One of the favored considerations of the alliance was the implementation of AT&T's AC-Link. This technique improved the system's error robustness and channel changing speed, while giving higher priority to quality pictures over MPEG compatibility. However, as of late last quarter, the group decided there would be alternatives to the AC-Link technology (such as progressive refreshing) and subsequently have eliminated AC-Link from the plan.

The alliance also decided not to carry forward another element outside MPEG-2, the implementation of multiple variable length code tables. The possibility exists that compression tools outside of MPEG-2 would be reconsidered and resubmitted back to the MPEG group if computer simulations using the MPEG standard don't give satisfactory results in displaying high-definition pictures.

The alliance also has conformed with Advisory Committee recommendations against additional audio testing and has selected the Dolby AC-3 system as the audio audio system. This decision has put to bed the debate between Dolby's AC-3 and the Philips' Musicam system, which according to Philips, may serve as the system backup if the Dolby system exhibits problems. The various resolutions have pushed the schedule back another 4½ months to about mid-October 1994. The previous schedule called for testing to begin around June. As of this month, possible testing of the two remaining transmission proposals, vestigial sideband (VSB) and quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) will likely take place because the third entrant, SS-QAM, has been eliminated based on evidence that it would not offer any advantage in ATV service.

Table 1. Parallel digital signal specs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coded signals (obtained from gamma pre-corrected signals):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Y = 0.299R + 0.587G + 0.114B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr = 0.713 (R-Y) = 0.500R - 0.419G - 0.081B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cb = 0.586 (B-Y) = 0.500B - 0.195R - 0.331G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of samples per line: Total Active</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Luminance (Y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each color difference (Cr,Cb)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total samples</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sampling structure:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orthogonal: line, field and frame repetitive; Cr and Cb samples are co-sited with odd Y samples in each line</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sampling frequency:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Luminance (Y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color difference (Cr,Cb)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form of encoding:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uniformly quantized, PCM. 10 bits/sample, for Y,Cr,Cb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correspondence between video signal levels and quantization levels:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Luminance (Y) 877 quantization levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black level corresponds to 64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak white level corresponds to 940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color difference signals (Cr, Cb) 897 quantization levels symmetrically distributed about 512, corresponding to the zero signal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CERAMIC ARMOR
METAL
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In Your Hands
Our Science Turns To Art

Let your imagination soar!
With Maxell Ceramic Armor Particle Tape Products, you'll have total creative control, combining great versatility, tremendous reliability and incredible output.
Available in D-2, D-3, DAT, HD Digital 1" & Betacam SP.
They are the tapes of tomorrow, produced for you, TODAY.

Maxell Corporation of America
22-08 Route 208, Fair Lawn, New Jersey 07410
1-800-533-2836

Maxell Canada - 105 Sparks Avenue, Willowdale, Ontario, Canada M2H 2S5. (416) 499-5044
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Management

Departmental motivation

The vision

By Rick Morris

When Joe took a job as chief engineer at a station across town, he thought it would be a good job, with a better salary, a bigger equipment budget and a nicer working environment. When he was interviewing, he noticed the well-kept facilities and the apparent efficiency of the areas run by the department heads. After being hired, he found out that there was concern about the morale in the engineering department. And it was up to Joe to do something about it.

The other departments in the station were highly competitive in the marketplace, and the station was aggressive and successful in the local media industry. The engineering department, however, was deemed a problem by the other managers in the station. Joe determined that his staff was unresponsive to the needs of the other departments. They were not team players and were perceived as roadblocks to getting the job done.

Motivation: Where to start

The sales, programming and news departments competed with other stations and were kept sharp by the heat of battle. The engineering department, on the other hand, was the sole provider of technical services within the station. It had no direct competition and tended to be complacent and unresponsive to the needs of the other departments. The engineering staff had forgotten it was a service department. Joe began by reviewing the company policies.

The vision statement

The rest of the station was operating according to the company vision statement. They knew that the company was lean, responsive and competitively balanced by considerations of serving the public interest and looking after its employees while pursuing the profit motive.

The engineering department operated status quo. The staff failed to perceive the important and critical role that engineering plays in the success of virtually every other department. Joe found the copy of the company vision statement and shared it with his department.

What a vision statement contains

Vision statements contain general principles by which the organization is run. These principles are meant to inspire, challenge and set decision-making criteria. They may contain corporate values (public service, employee treatment), the characteristics of the business (lean, responsive) and the nature of the decision-making (innovative, adaptive). They are generally short and easy to remember.

The vision statement must reflect the values of the company.

The vision statement is about long-term ideals of the corporation or department.

Employee empowerment

But what good are mere words? The vision statement is an embodiment of corporate values and facilitates the personal empowerment of the employee. Although there are theories of what motivates employees, most recognize that the work itself, the feeling that an employee is an important and respected contributor, a sense of team participation and other perks are keys to a happy and productive employee.

In the age of downsizing, companies are doing more with fewer employees. These factors lead to something more important in modern management — employee empowerment. All employees are important and each must be responsible for making significant decisions.

The vision statement as a value statement is the first step in empowering employees. It gives them guidance while making decisions. They know and understand what is important to the corporation and can make decisions with confidence. Employees who are trusted and empowered also receive the benefits of morale and motivation derived from their sense of contribution.

The vision statement should be one with which you are comfortable under a variety of circumstances and that accurately reflects your values.

Values of an engineering department

The values of an engineering department revolve around the service mission. Engineering needs to be responsive to other department's requests, have the ability to solve problems, and have the skills to carry out its mission.

The engineering department is rarely a profit center, and usually an expense. The engineering department needs to be cost-conscious in carrying out its mission. It also needs to be innovative and have an ability to improvise.

Nonetheless, the engineering department does face important challenges: changing technology, meeting the requirements of certain skill levels, a continuous need to retrain, and the ability to work odd hours and in unusual circumstances. Because of these factors, engineering employees are valuable.

Consistency and consequences

Words are not enough. The vision statement must be lived and reflect the values of the company and its management. A statement that cannot be accepted or is violated as a matter of convenience will reduce the credibility of those that promote it. Care must be taken to develop a workable statement.

The vision is indicative of leadership. It spells out the company's or department's direction and how the goals should be achieved. It is a positive and inspirational expression that embodies your codification of beliefs. It forces employees and management to look past meeting next month's budget, and it provides the framework for the intangible job of providing workplace motivation.

Joe's staff is now reading from the same script as the rest of the station. They have become team players and are contributing to the success of the station.
Analog Video-component or composite
Analog Audio-mono or stereo
Serial Digital Video (400Mb)-any standard
AES/EBU Digital Audio
RS-232/422 Data
Switchers for all formats are available in a full range of sizes, from 24x8 to 352x128 and beyond.

Our VENUS switcher lets you mix or match signal types for multilevel, multi-standard systems within a single uniquely flexible large-scale chassis. You can even re-configure the chassis in the field as your requirements change.

The new COMPACT VENUS rack frame uses the same modules to put a 32x32 switcher of any signal type in a space-saving 3RU package.

Our MARS switcher is ideal for smaller systems with a 24x8 switcher packaged in a single rack unit.

Call us today for a complete information on the full range of switching and distribution products available from BTS, the people who know about today's complex signal distribution requirements.
Microphone basics

Microphone design

By Christopher Lyons

Microphones serve only one purpose: to change sound waves into electrical energy, which can then be processed, transmitted, amplified or recorded. All microphones can be classified and compared according to some basic criteria: directionality, operating principle and physical design. If you understand the meaning of these criteria, you'll know which microphone is best for a particular task in the production environment.

Directionality

Directionality describes how a microphone responds to sounds arriving from different directions or angles. A microphone's directionality is graphically described by a polar pattern. This is a diagram that illustrates the relative sound pickup from different directions. Most polar patterns fall into two general categories: omnidirectional and unidirectional.

Omnidirectional microphones, which pick up sound equally well from all directions, capture much of the ambient sound of the location, giving the listener a greater sense of realism. They are generally less sensitive to wind, handling noises and plosives ("p-pops").

Unidirectional microphones, which tend to favor sounds coming from the direction in which the mic is pointed, pick up less of this ambience and are often used in noisy locations, such as on a busy street corner or in a factory. Unidirectional mics also have less tendency to howl or produce feedback when used with a public address system.

Operating principle

The part of the microphone that actually converts sound waves into an electrical signal is called the transducer. Transducers in most modern microphones use one of two operating principles: dynamic or condenser.

Dynamic microphones are extremely rugged and reliable. They will stand up to long-term use in the most hostile environmental conditions. Condenser microphones use a different method of acoustic-to-electric conversion than dynamics, which allows them to be made extremely small. (See Figure 1.) Almost all lavalier microphones, therefore, are condenser types. Condensers tend to be more responsive to extremely low and high frequencies, and usually have a crisper, cleaner sound than dynamic mics. They also tend to be more sensitive and have higher output level.

All condenser microphones require DC power to operate, which can be supplied by a microphone's internal battery or an outboard power source (usually located in a mic mixer). The outboard source feeds DC voltage to the mic through the microphone cable — a practice typically referred to as phantom powering. Condenser microphones' power requirements can range from 9V to 52V.

Physical design

Often, the most important characteristic of a microphone is its physical design or style. Microphones for broadcast production fall into a few general categories: hand-held, lavalier, shotgun and announce. Each type has characteristics that make it most appropriate for a particular application.

For example, hand-held, omnidirectional, dynamic microphones are usually chosen for field news gathering because they give the reporter control over the microphone, provide an acceptable amount of ambient sound, ignore most wind and plosive noises, and stand up to the wear and tear of field use. A good hand-held microphone also will include internal shock mounting of the transducer to further minimize handling noise. Miniature condenser lavalier mics are more common in the studio, where the size and appearance of a full-size microphone is undesirable, and powering can be easily provided.

Shotgun microphones are useful in situations where the microphone cannot be worn or held by the talker. The shotgun mic's long interference tube design helps to reduce the pickup of sounds originating from more than 30° off-axis. This makes the shotgun mic popular for pickup of dialogue when the microphone must be placed a few feet away from the subject, so that it is outside of a camera's field of view during a typical interview-style close-up shot. Keep in mind that shotgun microphones do not allow you to "zoom in" on a conversation from 100 feet away. At best, a shotgun microphone can be used at approximately four to five times the working distance of an omnidirectional microphone in any given situation.

Announce microphones are designed to be mounted on a flexible arm or boom. They are typically omnidirectional. Because of their large size, they are usually limited to use in studios for voice-overs and radio announcing. The larger size of these microphones allows for a tuned acoustic chamber behind the transducer, which increases their sensitivity to low frequencies and delivers a subjectively warmer, more authoritative sound.

Next month, we'll look at the basics of wireless microphone systems and how they can make audio production easier and more difficult at the same time.
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Lightning and surge protection

The nature of the problem

By Michael F. Stringfellow, Ph.D

Broadcast facilities are among the most challenging for proper power system installation. Power consultants are often called in by broadcast engineers who have been frustrated trying to maintain operation in the face of numerous, and sometimes severe, power disturbances, frequently related to lightning. These engineers' difficulties arise because power conditioning is a new field, rarely included in the syllabus of EE degree courses, and many myths surround it.

Although transients generated by external causes, especially lightning, are the most damaging and often the most obvious, those generated by equipment inside the building can be equally disruptive and frequently more elusive. This 3-part series will consider both.

The problem

Broadcast engineers report that power problems have increased in the last 10 years. Although some blame the electric utility for providing poorer power, or even global warming for increased lightning activity, most correctly identify the source of the problem: the increase in sensitive electronic equipment in their facilities.

This rapid rise in transient voltage problems is almost entirely caused by the adoption of microprocessor-controlled equipment and the replacement of vacuum tubes with solid-state components. Integrated circuits represent the most dramatic change. The first commercial microprocessor, the Intel 4004, was launched around 1971. It had approximately 2,000 components on the chip. The latest technology (1993), the Intel Pentium, has three million components on a chip not much bigger. Component size has been halving about every two years and is now more than 1,000 times smaller than the chip of the early 1970s.

It should not be surprising that these smaller components, together with their smaller, more closely spaced connecting wires, can be damaged or upset more easily than their more robust forebears. Modern electronics also operate at much higher speeds. The first microprocessors operated at clock frequencies around 1MHz; today's units often run above 50MHz. This increased speed greatly reduces the level of a transient or noise signal capable of causing logic malfunction.

Transient overvoltages

Transient overvoltages arise on AC power as well as data, telephone and communication lines. Causes include external events, such as lightning and utility power switching, and internal events, such as motor or emergency generator switching. Inside the building, transient voltages are limited by the clearances and spacing between wires. Voltages higher than 5kV or 6kV are rare. Transient duration is short, often just a few tens of microseconds, and rarely longer than a millisecond. Waveshapes usually take the form of a unidirectional impulse or a decaying oscillation and are well-described in ANSI standard C62.41-1991. (See Figure 1.)

Lightning produces the most severe transient overvoltages because of the high currents and voltages involved in the discharge. When lightning strikes nearby, some fraction of the lightning current, perhaps several kiloamperes, can enter the building through the incoming AC power line or possibly through any exposed signal, telephone or data lines. When lightning strikes the building or associated towers or antennas, transient currents flowing through the structure may take shortcuts through low-voltage data or signal lines and damage interface equipment.

Internal disturbances are not as severe as lightning transients, but they are likely to occur more frequently. They do not generally cause damage, but often create "soft" problems, such as hang-ups or misoperation. Transfer switches associated with emergency generators are a major cause of such transient problems in broadcast facilities.

What to do

Solutions to these problems include a properly installed lightning protection and grounding system together with a coordinated transient protection network on all vulnerable services. The function of lightning protection is to control the point of attachment of lightning to the structure and to provide a controlled low-impedance path for the flow of lightning current around the building and into the earth. Transient protection serves to restrict voltages on power and signal lines, and diverts surge currents away from sensitive equipment.

Part 2 will discuss comprehensive lightning protection of the structure, including grounding. Part 3 will describe the design and installation of an effective transient protection network.
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Technology News

Diamonds in the rough

By Curtis Chan

Si Diamond Technology, Houston, and Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corporation, Austin, TX, have achieved a goal that has eluded alchemists for centuries — creating diamonds from a graphite base material.

The companies intend to demonstrate a prototype using diamond's electron-emitting characteristics. Using a patented process for applying diamond crystals at room temperature, they hope to develop a screen that combines the brilliance of cathode-ray tubes with the thin cut and low power consumption of liquid crystal displays.

The technology

Engineers have discovered that diamond, operated at room temperature, can be an effective material for emitting electrons in low electric fields. The diamond technology, when used in field emission displays, has the potential for beating out all other materials in brightness, contrast, response time, low-power consumption and manufacturability. Proponents hope this method of diamond deposition will lay down well-ordered, single crystal layers of diamond needed for semiconductor devices. This process seeks to achieve single crystal diamond growth by controlling the deposition process on a molecular level.

Diamond properties

The properties of diamond make it an ideal material from which to construct high-temperature and high-frequency electronic devices. Two of diamond’s electronic properties include large "band gaps" and "high electron mobility." These gaps allow diamond semiconductor chips to run at higher temperatures than some current technologies. Also, the high electron mobility implies that higher frequency electronic signals could be processed using diamond rather than other semiconductor materials.

Aside from diamond's electronic properties, the substance has beneficial physical properties that include high thermal conductivity and tolerance against radiation damage. Though most insulators and semiconductors are poor thermal conductors, diamond dissipates heat at a rate even greater than copper. This makes it an ideal heat removal substrate for diamond.

The display (Figure 1) consists of two pieces of glass that surround a vacuum. The first panel is coated with a grid of diamond crystals. The second is treated with phosphor, which glows when stimulated by electrons. The diamond crystals require far less current to emit electrons than a conventional steel cathode and generate negligible heat.

If this process succeeds in market, the technology could be a significant contribution in returning the United States to its leadership role in the high-technology development arena.

→ For more information on SI Diamond, circle (320) on Reply Card.

Figure 1. Detail of the structure of flat-plate display developed using diamond technology. (Courtesy of SI Diamond.)

Chan is principal of Chan and Associates, a marketing consulting service for audio, broadcast and post-production, Fullerton, CA.
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Remote production special report
Remote broadcasting can make your station a winner.

When it comes to “bringing ’em back alive” no one shines like broadcasters. From the local car lot to ships at sea, broadcasters know how to bring live programming to their audiences from almost anywhere. Stations know that one effective way to differentiate themselves from the competition is to be seen out in the community. This often means broadcasting from outside the traditional studio setting.

When it comes to remote broadcasting, there is no more important role than that played by the engineering staff. It doesn’t matter how wonderful and exciting the talent is, how beautiful the location might be, if the signal can’t be captured and relayed to the audience, all is lost. Fortunately, remote broadcasts are something engineers often thrive on — and do well.

This month’s issue highlights the technology behind remote broadcasting. Whether it is an international event, such as the Winter Olympics or a live remote from the local car dealership or the local basketball game, remote broadcasting can make your station a winner. Learn how to make the process as simple and reliable as possible.
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Lightning safety for ENG crews

Broadcast personnel can be prime targets for lightning strikes during remotes.

By Ralph Markson, Ph.D.

Broadcasters have always had a great respect for lightning and its power to strike transmission towers, power lines and trunk lines, but there is an often-overlooked threat to engineering and maintenance crews in the field. Especially when covering storm-related stories, crews take chances and challenge the storms they cover. Public utilities also send crews out in all weather, but with a different attitude. Utility safety directors expect their people to stop work before, or discontinue work during, a lightning storm. When storms are approaching the working area, their policy generally calls for finishing work up only to the point where it can be left safely.

The question of when to stop outdoor work because of the danger of lightning doesn’t have a definite answer. Reporters and engineers could do well to follow this example. However, experience can’t always warn when a lightning strike will occur with accuracy. Simply depending on hearing thunder and seeing lightning, as most people do, isn’t enough. Thunder is only audible five to 10 miles away from lightning, and this may already be too late to react to a fast-moving storm. So-called “heat lightning” (nighttime cloud flashes with no accompanying thunder) is caused by intracloud strikes occurring more than five to 10 miles away. During daytime, these flashes would be imperceptible to the naked eye, giving no warning of potentially imminent local lightning events.

This makes deciding when to stop live coverage during a storm difficult. A sky that doesn’t look too threatening can hide active lightning, while some ominous dark clouds may be harmless. You can’t rely solely on National Weather Ser-
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vice area alerts either. Thunderstorms can be localized, violent and fast-moving.

The danger is not necessarily caused by lightning directly striking a crew member. The electrical charges generated by lightning striking the ground can affect people and technical equipment as far as 500 feet away from the strike itself.

Fortunately, modern portable lightning detectors can provide some localized warning. Lightning detectors also can be a tool for gathering information about the intensity of a storm being covered, because lightning rate (measured in strokes per minute) provides an excellent measure of storm severity. (The average lightning flash contains four separate strokes.) It is possible to use these detectors to track storm movements and intensity and report the results. (There will be more on lightning detectors later.)

Some helpful new lightning detection devices are battery-operated and portable.

When potentially dangerous conditions are approaching, you should consider two issues: 1) Has lightning been detected, and, if so, approximately how soon will it arrive in the area? 2) What action should be taken to protect yourself, your crew and its gear?

Protective measures

Dealing with the second item first, although thunderstorms and rainy weather are generally associated with lightning strikes, the location of the strike is unpredictable. Lightning does not necessarily strike the ground directly below a thunderstorm, but can strike some distance ahead (or behind) the storm itself. Consequently, reaction to a lightning alert should be swift.

A number of appropriate measures can be taken when lightning is detected in the vicinity. These actions can substantially reduce the danger of injury by lightning. The exact approach depends partly on the topography of the immediate area. First, avoid the temptation to stay on-the-air live no matter what the state of the weather. Staff members' lives are more important than ratings. If you are in a large, open area with no trees or buildings, you should leave as quickly as possible. The best protection under these circumstances is offered by the shelter of the remote vehicle or any nearby building. Go to an electrically grounded shelter, such as a large building or an automobile or van. Fully retract any telescoping or erectable antenna structures on or near the vehicle.

If no structure is nearby, seek a wooded area where the trees are of relatively uniform height. This represents a good shelter from lightning, because it is not likely to strike such an area. Do not stand close to any individual tree in the group. Do not head for or stand under any single tall tree or small group of trees that are standing alone in an open area. If the topography is not flat, stay away from open hilltops. Look for low ground or valleys.

If you are wearing work shoes, even with metal toes, do not remove them. Wet shoes will still result in less grounding to the human body than no shoes. Stay away from metal fences or other metal structures. Do not use hard-wired telephones or headsets. Most important, don't use umbrellas — they make great lightning rods. ENG radio whip antennas or microphone booms can have the same effect.

If you are going to be in a mobile home or trailer-like temporary structure, such as those used at major sports events, it will provide greatest protection if the structure has a metal skin and is grounded properly with 1/4-inch diameter or heavier cable. Personnel should be instructed to stay away from the outer walls, as near the center of the shelter as possible. Do not lean on or touch any equipment, racks or pipes.

Too close for comfort

Contrary to popular belief, of the more than 1,000 people who are injured or killed annually by lightning in the United States, most of them are not "struck" by a bolt. These deaths or injuries are usually caused by electrical currents that flow through people who are in the vicinity of the lightning strike.

This is caused by two phenomena: 1) the strong inductive electric field that exists in the air near lightning, and 2) currents in the earth surface flowing outward from the ground contact point.

Any grounded object rising above the earth surface (such as a person standing in an open field) will be subject to the first (inductive) effect, which can cause a "streamer" of electric charge to flow from the earth up through the body and into the air toward the main bolt.

The second effect can cause a difference in electrical potential between the feet or
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any other parts of the body that happen to be grounded, as a result of multiple contact locations along one of the earth-borne current's path. This can result in thousands of volts of potential difference across the body. Current will then flow between the contact points (up one leg, through the body and down the other leg, for example). The greater the distance between the feet (or other grounded extremities), the more the potential difference between them, and the larger the current flow.

If you are caught in the open during a storm, these effects can be minimized by keeping your feet together and squatting down. Do not lie down.

**Lightning detection**

Many devices available today enable you to determine the presence of lightning in the vicinity and to track its movement. Most of these are relatively expensive and are not likely to be sufficiently portable for field applications. Most are designed to operate on 110V power and do not readily adapt to battery operation.

Some helpful new lightning detection devices are battery-operated and portable; however, they can detect intracloud lightning (invisible to the eye) 10 to 30 minutes before dangerous cloud-to-ground lightning begins. One type of device senses rapid, subtle changes in light intensity from the area of the sky toward which it is pointed, and sounds an audible alarm. During the early phases of a storm, when specific lightning flashes can be definitively associated with specific thunderclaps, the operator can also determine the distance to the storm by counting the seconds between the sensor's alarm and the sound of thunder. (Every five seconds of time difference indicates approximately one mile of distance from the lightning. Remember, however, that the distance can be horizontal and vertical. A 5-second difference, for example, could come from intracloud lightning directly overhead, and the next event could be a cloud-to-ground strike in your vicinity.)

A more sophisticated portable lightning detection unit offers omnidirectional coverage, detecting intracloud as well as cloud-to-ground lightning by sensing rapid changes in light intensity and electric field changes. This dual-detection mode reduces the likelihood of false alarms. A control output jack can be used to trip other external warning alarms or activate user-provided circuitry (automatically switching off sensitive equipment, for example). This system also includes an adjustable range control that sets a threshold for lightning detection distance. Detection also can be set to "field-change only" mode (i.e., nonoptical, RF-only sensing) for long-range storm warnings.

Lightning can be a threat to field crews who must work during a storm. If you understand what measures can be taken when weather becomes hazardous, you can maximize your remote crew's efficiency and minimize personnel danger.

**Lightning does not necessarily strike the ground directly below a thunderstorm.**

---

**After 30 years, we still offer links with the future.**

For over 30 years, the world's leading broadcast organizations have turned to us for the broadest, most-effective range of microwave radio systems. Take a look at MRC and you'll find:
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**Fixed-Link Microwave Systems from 1.7 to 40 GHz**
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**Data Transmission Systems at rates up to 34 Mbps**

MRC is a California Microwave Company.
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Building ENG microwave links

How one station gathers the news.

By Marvin Born

Electronic news gathering, or ENG for short, used to be a premium available to only a few stations. In 1993, multiple trucks, channels and receive sites were required to stand out. In today's business, portable transmitters are hot stuff. They provide a means to instant news. There are a few vertically polarized omnidirectional receive antennas. However, the typical system uses 4-horn antennas, with each antenna viewing a 90° segment of the horizon. For best results, the receive antenna should be mounted in a high location. Additionally, mounting the transmitter atop a 40-foot truck-mounted air mast significantly increases range. Over the last few years, stations have increased the complexity of some of these systems. We will examine some of the design considerations for a state-of-the-art ENG system, composed of five receive sites, four trucks, three portable transmitters and two helicopters.

The system
The primary receive site has a 4-foot rotating dish at 1,000 feet on one end of a candelabra. A high gain, low-noise preamp drives an 1,100 foot run of 1/2-inch coaxial cable to the receiver below. Receiver baseband is fed via an optical fiber to the tech center for demodulation. Once at the studio, the signal is frame-synched for recording or use on air. Remote control can be wire line, fiber or (the latest) Pro-Channel subcarrier control.

The Bottom Line

Years ago, ENG systems were almost a luxury. Today, they are required for news stations that want to remain competitive. To excel in the news arena, multiple links allow stations to bring back the news from several locations at once. Sometimes, deciding to upgrade ENG systems is much easier than the implementation. In congested areas, microwave channels can be difficult to get and even harder to use problem-free. Careful planning and cooperation between everyone involved can assure the news makes it back from the field.
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ment failures. Signal loss could last from a few minutes to a few hours and could occur during dry days. It was finally concluded the problem was thermal layering of the air. A layer of warm air was believed to occur near ground level with a colder layer above. The receiving antenna was located in the second layer. Signals would be reflected by the second layer and not reach the receive dish. The problem was solved by installing another set of quad horn antennas at 250 feet and connecting them to another receiver system. It’s strange to see a microwave signal perfectly clear on a 250-foot horn antenna when a high-gain dish at 1,000 feet is unusable.

Adding another receive site
As the population center moved to the northern part of the city, there became an increasing need for a high-gain directional antenna located near the new population center. Unfortunately, the other news operations in town also had the same need. One of those had a contract for using the only tall tower in the area. The tower owner did not have a news operation and welcomed the increased revenue from a second ENG receive antenna. However, shortly after our design and planning phase,

---

**Figure 1.** Block diagram of a typical ENG receive system using an aircraft. Ground transmitter can be used to uplink signals to the aircraft if necessary.

---

**Figure 2.** Block diagram of northern ENG receive site, including receive and control system located at the studio. Note: The 2GHz receiver decodes three audio subcarriers and filters/decodes the 5.72 subcarrier for LogicTrack. Video is passed with 6.2 and 6.8 as composite to the 7GHz transmitter for the link to the studio.
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The antenna filter protects the pre-amp from overload caused by adjacent signals.

In Columbus, OH, the 2GHz band is congested, with ENG from three commercial news operations, a state educational network and an LPTV that uses 2GHz as an STL link. The other two news operations have their primary ENG channels on either side of our primary channel. From experience, it was assumed there would be wildly varying signal levels at the receive site. To prevent possible interference, a means to prevent pre-amp overload from adjacent channels was needed, while maintaining maximum gain on our assigned channel (Channel 3).

A switchable (in/out) single channel filter was installed ahead of the pre-amp. This filter has steep sides and removes it also welcomed the increased revenue from a third ENG antenna.

We now faced the possibility of three trucks transmitting to the same receive site during a breaking news operation. Further complicating the site was the installation of an LPTV transmitter whose company insisted on using a 2GHz STL.

In reviewing the tracking antenna literature, the major manufacturers were similar in design and cost. Switchable polarization and 26dB gain were available, with the low-noise pre-amplifier built into the feed horn. In addition to wanting continuous rotation on the antenna, a switchable filter installed ahead of the pre-amp also was desirable. It was necessary to give up the continuous rotation to have the filter.
most, if not all, adjacent-channel signals. Despite the $2,100 installation cost, the filter has been a blessing. We have made 60-mile shots on our channel while both adjacent channels were occupied locally. Of course, with the filter in line, the system can only operate on Channel 3. The pre-amp also is switchable in or out, and drives 950 feet of 1/2-inch LDF to a Microwave Radio ProStar double conversation receiver. The receiver is frequency agile and covers the range from 1.9GHz to 2.5GHz.

The receiver was ordered with 10MHz and 20MHz SAW IF filters. When necessary, we can operate on a channel other than Channel 3, and the 10MHz IF filter eliminates many problems. It also eliminates one of the audio subcarriers. That is not a problem, because few of our remotes require stereo audio.

This filter arrangement allows us to block interference and still use three subcarriers or tighten down the system to reject all but the worst adjacent-channel problems. The antenna filter also protects the pre-amp from overload caused by adjacent signals and blocks signals that may cause problems due to IF mixing.

**Helicopter tracking**

This site also is used as an ENG helicopter receive site. The tracking control system uses LogicTrack and NavTrack (NavTrack is a product of Troll Technology, LogicTrack is a product of NSI). The aircraft has LogicTrack technology and the receive site is NavTrack. The two systems are compatible with each other.

---

**Once the receiver sees a NavTrack or LogicTrack signal, it locks on and keeps the antenna pointing toward the aircraft.**

The ProStar receiver has the NavTrack subcarrier decoder built in and provides a data stream to the ProScan antenna pedestal controller. The tracking electronics are from Troll Technology and are part of the remote-control system. Once the receiver sees a NavTrack or LogicTrack signal, it locks on and keeps the antenna pointing toward the aircraft.

When the ProScan antenna has the additional filtering as described, it does not have continuous rotation. There is a 10° overlap and a field-adjustable stop. In our case, the stop is installed toward the tower leg. To date, we haven’t had the problem of the aircraft flying past the stop, causing a loss of signal while the antenna rotates the opposite 360° to catch up. The additional filtering outweighs the restriction of the antenna having a stop. Anyone considering this arrangement should weigh the alternatives. Neither of the major manufacturers build a continuously rotating antenna with pre-amp and filter switching.

The receiver provides baseband video with the two audio program channels, the tracking signal and program video and audio. The tracking subcarrier is filtered, and the baseband is passed to the backhaul transmitter. Program video and audio are used for local maintenance and monitoring.

The backhaul microwave is a standard baseband 7GHz transmitter and matching receiver system. Frequency coordination showed all the 7GHz channels to be in use.

**Continued on page 78**

---

Don't Just Sit There Like A Bump Analog.

C’mon. You know the future is digital. Maybe it’s time you talked to the people who’ve been into digital longer than anyone else, Abekas.

We make digital switchers so innovative, reliable, and compatible that they have become the benchmarks for the industry.

And we work hard to stay ahead, by offering innovative new features and upgrades for existing products.

Yet you can buy an Abekas digital switcher starting at about the same price as the most popular analog system.

So what are you waiting for?

Call us today. We have a new digital switcher ready and waiting to roll into your suite.

And because it’s from the leader in digital technology, there’s really no reason to sit things out any longer.

Go ahead. Jump.

For Details: 415-369-5111  •  Atlanta 404-451-0637  •  Chicago 708-699-9400  •  Dallas 214-385-4544  •  Los Angeles 818-955-6446  •  New York 515-999-9000  •  San Francisco 415-369-6791
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Abekas
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People are talking. They’re on radio, television and cable. Talk show formats are in vogue, in a big way. In addition to the upsurge of chatty hosts with special (and strange) guests, programmers are involving their audiences as never before. However, bringing the home audience into the action can present some challenges, especially for shows where a studio audience is involved.

The problem is simple: How can you bring a telephone call into the studio and provide clear communication to the caller, host, guests and studio audience, while maintaining high audio quality for the air signal?

The role of the hybrid
First, you need to get the phone call into your audio system. This is accomplished with a telephone hybrid. A telephone hybrid takes the telephone line — a 2-wire medium with combined send and receive audio — and converts it to the balanced, line level, 4-wire audio needed for broadcast audio systems. The hybrid’s prime function is to separate the two sides of a phone conversation into independent audio paths. The hybrid, therefore, has three ports — an audio input from the broadcast studio console, an audio output to that console and a combined input/output (I/O) for the phone line connection. (See Figure 1.) The two separate circuits for I/O on the studio side of the interface give rise to the 4-wire terminology. The single, bidirectional circuit on the telco side of the hybrid is the 2-wire environment. For this reason a telephone hybrid is sometimes called a 2-wire-to-4-wire interface.

Audio from the hybrid to the console (i.e., caller audio) typically is routed to a standard line-level input, while audio to the hybrid from the console (i.e., studio “backfeed” to caller) generally comes from an auxiliary mixing bus on the board. It is important that the hybrid’s output is not delegated to this auxiliary bus, so that the caller audio is not fed back to the caller (which could cause feedback or echo).

This process is generally referred to as mix-minus, whereby the caller hears the entire mix of the show coming back through the phone, except for his/her own voice. Where no mix-minus port is available on the studio console, the user must either create a separate outboard mix-minus feed or tap audio directly from the host’s microphone pre-amplifier. (See “Talk Radio Technology” September 1992.)

Before telephone hybrid devices were available off-the-shelf, broadcasters de-
“And now back to live coverage of...”

Imadeos: images on demand.

Imadeos.
New world, new solutions.

Keep the competitive edge!
In an industry led by rating points and so-called viewer loyalty, being able to broadcast events live from anywhere in the world is no longer a luxury, it’s a necessity. To keep a competitive edge, depend on Imadeos global broadcast services from France Telecom.

Imadeos links you to the world in ways you never dreamed possible.
We operate globally to bring you fast and flexible coverage of news and special programming events. For remote and mobile broadcasts, we give you access to our fleet of transportable and fly-away stations, in addition to permanent uplink facilities. We also provide full-time, permanent network management services. Our goal is to give you access to images, 24 hours a day, anywhere in the world.

Contact us today to discuss your business needs
Tel. : (33) (1) 43 42 97 99
Tel. : (33) (1) 44 61 47 00 (Booking)
Fax : (33) (1) 42 71 07 89
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If you are struggling to get video onto the digital highway, HP recommends taking a logical approach.

HP helps you make the transition to the all-digital studio one step at a time.

You know where the digital video highway takes you. Widescreen HDTV. Non-linear, 100-layer editing. Post-production miracles in Suite B.

But it also leads to a world of stretched pixels. Video compression. Disk-based editing. Strange new glitches. Instant obsolescence. Brutal costs. And you have to get there without leaving your clients or credit rating behind.

HP has been down this road before, driving the digital transition in computing, electronics and communications. We can help. Starting with the digital signal, and building from there—at a pace you can afford. With tools that keep the edit suite intact as you integrate new digital equipment. That interface analog and digital signals flawlessly. That safeguard signal quality through every interchange.

And judging from response—HP's QA100 won a Broadcast Engineering Pick Hit award at NAB '93—we're on the fast track.

So start merging. Call HP at 1-800-452-4844, Ext. 7629* for a FREE digital video catalog.

*In Canada call 1-800-387-3867, Dept. 473.

There is a better way.
signed their own hybrids. These were often rudimentary devices—nothing more than a transformer with capacitive and resistive adjustments to obtain an impedance match to the phone line. Another common approach back then was the modification of speakerphones, using their gating to switch off or greatly attenuate caller audio whenever the studio talent spoke. In either case, the primary qualitative goal of the telephone interface was to remove as much of the studio send audio from the caller receive audio, while still allowing the caller to clearly hear the studio send. (This parameter is called transhybrid loss or sidetone suppression.)

**Today's hybrid technology**

Now that a variety of manufactured hybrids are available off-the-shelf, it's easy to connect a phone line to audio systems and obtain good sonic results. Two types of hybrids are available today: analog and digital.

Analog hybrids are a step above the transformer approach, providing filtering of line noise and some operational flexibilities. Their method of adapting to the telephone line is no different than the old transformer approach, however. The user sets a 1kHz test tone on the send path, calls several telephone numbers in succession, and adjusts capacitive and resistive settings to get the best null of the test tone over all the calls. Results will differ on each call because of the changing line loading and therefore variable impedance presented to the hybrid by each call.

Analog hybrids are inexpensive, but because most cannot automatically adapt to the particular telephone line in use at the moment, their send/receive isolation can be compromised by inconsistent telephone lines.

**In large studios, caller audio fed via speakers arrives back at the microphones back at the microphones after a short delay.**

Digital hybrids use digital signal processing (DSP) technology to achieve an automatic match to each phone line's impedance characteristics. Upon connection, a burst of shaped noise is sent down the phone line, then the DSP builds a digitally adaptive filter based on the impulse response of the line as determined by the reflected noise signal. Digital hybrids are especially useful when the broadcast facility is located some distance from the telephone company's central office, because telephone lines have a tendency to degrade over distance. In addition to auto-nulling, digital hybrids can do a better job of cross-talk attenuating, digital hybrids are obtain

**Figure 1. Basic block diagram of 2-wire-to-4-wire interface of the telephone hybrid.**
of eliminating telephone line noise (high-frequency hiss and low-frequency hum). Some recently introduced digital hybrids also are capable of generating their own mix-minus signals, allowing the user to feed full program audio to the send input. These devices again use DSP to cancel the caller output signal out of the full-mix send input signal, and then send this internally created mix-minus signal down the phone line to the caller.

**Acoustic considerations**

Although a good telephone hybrid and a proper mix-minus will eliminate echo and reflected audio caused by the telephone line interface, a second possibility for feedback exists in teleproduction and TV studios — acoustic reflection. In large talk show studios and rooms that do not have proper acoustic treatment, caller audio

![Figure 2. Acoustic echo cancellation uses DSP for adaptive filtering and delay to remove room effects on caller voice from the send audio.](image-url)
led into the room via speakers arrives back at the studio microphones after a short delay. Most hybrids will simply feed this audio right back to the caller, along with the desired host and guest voices that are intended to be picked up by those microphones. Even the hybrids mentioned earlier that can accept full-mix send audio may not cancel these acoustically reflected signals because the echo-canceling process in these units compares the send and receive signals in real time. The acoustically delayed caller audio is not detected as something that should be nulled out of the send path by these devices. As a result, the caller hears an echo of his/her own voice and, in some cases, feedback howling can occur.

Solving the problem
In small rooms, these difficulties can be greatly reduced through acoustical treatment — placing sound-absorbing materials on walls, ceilings and floors, and minimizing the number and size of reflective surfaces. Minimizing the number of open microphones also can help. (This refers to only those mics that are assigned to the hybrid’s send audio mix-minus bus. For example, audience-reaction microphones should not be delegated to the mix-minus bus so that their potentially substantial pickup of caller audio from the PA will not be returned to the caller.)

Even the hybrids that can accept full-mix send audio will not cancel these acoustically reflected signals because the echo-canceling process in these units compares the send and receive signals in real time.

However, in larger rooms, such as TV talk show sets, these techniques may not be sufficient to prevent significant caller-audio reflections from getting into the primary microphones (i.e., those that must be assigned to the caller’s mix-minus send — typically the host’s and guests’ microphones). Although reflected audio is absorbed by materials on walls and ceilings, the direct audio path from speakers to mics may still be strong and have a significant acoustic propagation delay. The further the speakers are placed from the microphones, the longer the delay effect will be.

Pickup of this direct-path, delayed caller audio can be avoided to a certain extent through careful placement and minimal volume of studio speakers, but this frequently results in callers that can barely be heard by the studio audience. Proper choice and placement of microphones also can help. Another alternative, recently available to the industry, is a digital acoustic echo canceler. This DSP-based product compares its receive audio with send audio and, taking into account a delay of up to a few hundred milliseconds, adaptively removes any receive audio — including reflections — that appear in its send path. (Sound travels at approximately 1 foot/ms, so this range of operation should handle reflection paths in even the largest studios.)

Acoustic echo cancelers are now offered as an integral part of some digital telephone hybrids.

Because the caller’s voice — including its acoustically delayed direct and reflected iterations — is now canceled out of the send path to the studio, the sound reinforcement speakers used for bringing the caller’s voice to the studio can be set at a comfortable listening volume. Acoustic echo cancelers can be purchased individually or as an integral part of some digital telephone hybrids. (Remember, these devices will not cure traditional feedback from the host/guest microphones into the studio’s sound reinforcement system.)

With the judicious use of acoustical treatment, proper physical layout, acoustic echo cancellation and advanced telephone hybrid technology, callers can be brought into a live TV talk show environment successfully. Nevertheless, what they say when they get on the air remains beyond our control.

For more information on telephone interfacing equipment, circle (302) on Reply Card. Also see "Telephone Related Equipment," p. 58 of the 1994 BE Buyers Guide.

BE readers
Let us know what you think. Fax your comments to the BE editors at the BE FAXback line: 913-987-1905

Highway Patrol.

Drive legally: HP QA100 and EDH10.
HP enforces the rules of the digital road. The HP QA100 Quality Advisor eliminates the illegal levels and colors that crop up in serial digital production. The EDH10 Inserter tags 4:2:2 signals for downstream monitoring of digital accuracy, preventing sparkles and greenies. Result: a digital signal that is legal, broadcastable — and flawless. Get legal. Call HP at 1-800-452-4844, Ext. 7629*, for a FREE digital video catalog.

There is a better way.
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Remote power systems

Sometimes you need more than batteries.

By Paul Hines

A decade ago, the thought of using a rental generator as the sole source of power for a live field remote made many a field manager or site engineer wish they had chosen another career. Rental units on the market were mainly open-screw units. With little or no sound isolation, the noise level alone made using generators almost impossible. Output isolation was a major concern. Mechanical speed governors were only able to keep the alternators between 58Hz and 62Hz, with voltage regulation also in the 3%-5% range. This article looks at how one company solved the problem of continuous stable power in the field.

A new generation

In 1987, diesel-powered alternators from Aggreko, constructed entirely in closed, silenced housing, began to appear on the U.S. rental market. Sound operating levels of these new units were 10dB-15dB below the operating levels of the environmental systems on most mobile production units. With the diesel-powered alternators running quieter than the production trucks, the problem of operating noise was solved.

In addition to the noise controls, these units also had electronic governor controls. These enable the diesel power plant to maintain a tight, consistent control of the RPMs on the alternator. The electronic governors have a reference signal that is constantly compared to the alternator RPMs. As the load on the alternator increases or decreases, the electronic governor increases or decreases the fuel flow to the engine, which provides stable power. An automatic voltage regulator (AVR) was developed to monitor the input excitation voltage compared to the alternator's output. The AVRs make adjustments as the load increases and decreases. Governors, combined with the AVRs, have solved the problem of power stability.

Further improvements

The next problem to overcome was providing uninterruptible power for long durations. Diesel engines must be periodically serviced to ensure smooth and accurate operation. To be done properly, the systems must be shut down. This was an inconvenience on remote productions. The solution was to install two identical gensets in one container. The alternator outputs of each machine are connected to a single bus bar with an electronic synchronizer in the unit's control room. In single operation, the unit acts as any other stand-alone. A 300kW gen-set can output 1,000A, 208V/3-phase. In a dual unit, for synchronized operation, one machine is started and the load is connected to it. The second machine is started and its electronic governor and voltage regulator are switched to the synchronizer for control.

The synchronizer monitors the on-line machine's frequency, voltage and phase angle, then manipulates the off-line unit electrically so the frequencies, voltage and phase angle are matched perfectly with the on-line unit. Once locked, the second unit begins sharing load on the main bus. This enables the operating technician to

The Bottom Line

In the world of remote broadcasting, reliable, stable power is critical. When considering remote production, the power source needs to be evaluated in terms of both capacity and reliability, because without power, nothing happens.
The first tilt heads with Sensor controlled positioning of the camera balance.

1 Precise and quick camera balance by metering and setting instead of guesswork.
2 Safe camera balance since all settings are made while the camera is locked.
3 Unlimited tilt range of ±90°; under any load, with the counterbalance supporting the famous Sachtler fluid damping system.
4 Unique damping range from true "0" for the whip pans up to a super strong fluid for smooth 40x tele shots.
5 Ergonomic design for convenient operation; robust SMT electronic, "Touch & Light" self illuminating bubble level, Touch & Go camera lock and every lever in the right position, standard batteries and minimum weight.

Video 18/20 Sensor. First time electronics. For professionals only.
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sync two machines together or drop a unit off the common bus without power interruption. Units can be shut off, serviced and synchronized quickly and easily.

With the diesel-powered alternators running quieter than the production trucks, the problem of operating noise was solved.

Another important feature is running both machines synchronized during critical power needs. Each gen-set has an electronic safety system that constantly checks critical systems on the gen-sets, including output parameters. If any sensors detect values outside of the normal range, the main circuit breaker on that unit opens, thereby disconnecting the load from the generator. The second generator senses the increased load and automatically increases its output. The fault can be located, adjustments made and the unit can be resynchronized without any noticeable interruption of power.

Gen-lock

Despite the stability of the electronic governors, when it came time to start doing film and TV production work, they were not stable enough. The electronic governors were fitted with a quartz-crystal, time-based reference module. The unit offered a preset reference of either 50Hz or 50Hz.

For TV production, this was taken a step further. Originally, the control system was designed for use with electronic governors on gen-sets supplying power and lighting for television outside broadcasting and film-making. The new system enables the gen-set to be phase-locked to the video sync. The phase lock prevents strobing, which looks like hum bars in the picture. The control system accepts blackburst from the production truck. The controller also has a pulse relay circuit that enables the hum bars to be moved out of the picture. The control system becomes critical in multiple production truck and generator systems.

The 1993 Super Bowl telecast from Pasadena, CA, was completely generator powered. Four Twin Packs were put on-line to power NBC's domestic broadcasts as well as the NFL Production's International Broadcasts. Thirteen mobile units, three KU-band uplinks, two C-band uplinks and 12 production trailers were interconnected. NBC's Master Production Truck supplied the sync reference signal. The four gen-sets were locked together, which enabled four different power sources to operate as one. Without the system, four separate power systems would have been powering equipment in the compound. Electronic noise, hum bars and grounding problems would have been rampant. Instead, the worldwide audience of more than 1 billion watched a clean and crisp signal. Most recently, these units were used for the APEC Summit in Seattle. (See the related article, "Powering APEC," on this page.)

Powering APEC

On Saturday, Nov. 20, 1993, President Clinton was host to the Prime Ministers of Japan, Singapore, Malaysia, China, Canada, South Korea, Australia, Thailand, New Zealand and Indonesia. The occasion was the annual meeting of the Asian Pacific Economic Conference that took place in Seattle. The main talks took place on Blake Island, a 550-acre island in Puget Sound, in northwestern Washington state. The island is part of the Washington State Park system, with only a few structures, including an Indian Long House and some ranger huts. There were no facilities to handle the 500 members of the press. Temporary tenting was set up, as was a microwave link to the mainland. For security reasons, the site was announced only a week before the conference. Transportation to and from the island and the limited electrical power were obstacles that had to be overcome. A landing craft that ran 16 hours a day was mobilized by the Navy, transporting service vendors and press to a beach on the south side of the island. Unfortunately, it was not enough.

On Wednesday, just three days before the conference, because of transportation problems, there still was no electricity, heat or lighting. The Army National Guard decided to activate a unit with larger landing craft. Eight tractor trailers loaded with generators, heaters, lighting towers and cable needed to be transported to the island. By 7:30 W ed n e d a y evening, they were delivered by the 275' USS Sumnerville. Twelve technicians worked 36 hours straight setting up 800kW of temporary electric heating, 2.2MW of temporary power and 3.5 miles of electrical cable. An uninterruptible twin 300kW and 200kW generator powered the lighting in the Long House and technical power for the media. By noon Friday, all the systems were up and running. Saturday at 8 a.m., a fleet of Coast Guard vessels arrived with President Clinton and his honored guests. The next eight hours were spent between closed door sessions and press conferences. Live broadcast feeds were sent worldwide from the island. Despite the problems with the load-in, the conference was a success, even though the load-out took place in six inches of snow.

For more information on remote power systems, circle (303) on the Reply Card. Also see "Power Generators" on p. 78 of the 1994 BE Buyers Guide.
Lighthouse introduces a smartly priced line of digital switchers that team up with Betacam or any digital VTR. Plus, there's a win-win way for you to try one out. At no cost.

Lighthouse Digital Systems
(a division of Switching System Co)
Grass Valley, Calif.

The grass is greener in the valley. Lighthouse, a new company, has emerged from among the giants with a new family of digital routing products to bring the future to your studio now. Here's the lineup.

Our DCR digital router is a natural replacement for your Grass Valley 10X at about $1,000. Our SRX is a 400 Mb all-purpose system priced at about $4,000. The 32 x 32 Pathfinder, with two channels of AES audio, is priced at about $20,000, and operates at HDTV speeds (optional). All our routers are designed from the start with coax/fiber I/O options, plus internal on-site matrix mapping. You get chop mode and group takes as well as RS 232 and RS 485 control panel interface. These advanced control configurations, plus fiber optics, and the fastest speeds anywhere, make it possible for you to have the routers of the future now. We're simplifying the switch from analog to digital. With no glitches.

Want to know more? Fax us your business card for a quick response. Fax 818 562-3342. Or for a 10-day trial at no charge, call 1-800-566-6544. We'll see you at NAB.

Lighthouse Digital Systems
(a division of Switching System Co)
Grass Valley, Calif.
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Live from Norway

CBS covers the Winter Games.

By Jerry Walker and Richard Dean

TV coverage of the 1994 Winter Olympic Games in Lillehammer, Norway, Feb. 12-27, may be considered one huge remote or, more accurately, a combination of smaller remotes all happening at the same time. That is how CBS Sports prepared for coverage of this year's Games, bringing together microwave, fiber-optic and Ku-band satellite links with unique camera positions, plus PAL feeds from the host broadcaster, ORTO. CBS is the largest unilateral broadcaster at Lillehammer. It will occupy the most space at the International Broadcast Center (IBC), with more than 50,000 square feet, and will account for the most personnel (between 700 and 800) and broadcast equipment.

Having paid the most for the Olympics broadcast rights, CBS plans to make the most of it by broadcasting approximately 120 hours to the United States; more than 50 hours in prime time during the February sweeps. The CBS This Morning show will broadcast live from Norway for two weeks. Weekends during the Olympics — one of them a 3-day holiday — will feature a combination of live and prerecorded coverage. In addition, the late night recaps of each day's events have been extended to one hour.

CBS Sports is well-prepared to cover the Winter Olympics after having broadcast the 1992 Games in France. Barry B. Zegel, director of operations for the Olympics, said that CBS benefited in a number of ways by being able to keep a core Olympic team together. In addition, many of the designs and systems and racks that were built for use in Albertville, were stored in France and will be reused to some extent in Lillehammer. Being able to reuse some of the designs and subsystems from an engineering standpoint is a plus.

Unlike Albertville, which was too mountainous to use microwave links effectively, Norway's venues are well-suited to remote setups with microwave and fiber-optic links to the IBC. It also is an engineering challenge, because CBS views the Olympics as a sports, entertainment and news event and will cover the Games from these three perspectives.

For example, the morning show, which is news and personality oriented, will be broadcast live from a farmhouse overlooking Lillehammer. The entertainment aspect will include remotes from the Olympic Village and from tourist attractions in the region.

For the sports events, CBS has built three "mega-venues" at the figure skating, speed skating and one alpine skiing venue for its supplemental unilateral feeds. However, it will use the host broadcaster's international feeds for all but ice hockey, which means that material in NTSC and PAL will be handled at the IBC. CBS and Canada's CTV have combined to cover figure skating for the host.

At the IBC
CBS has 10 customized Vistek standards converters at the broadcast center to convert NTSC for post-production and trans-
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**Continental Electronics Corp.**
PO Box 270879
Dallas TX 75227-0879
214-381-7161; Fax: 214-381-4949

Since 1946, Continental Electronics has provided superior quality RF transmission equipment, designed and built to meet the industry’s highest standards, to commercial and government customers in 75 countries throughout the world. Our commitment to excellence is reflected in products bridging the spectrum from ELF to UHF, S-band and beyond; with powers from watts to megawatts. Continental’s breadth of experience in high-power transmitters has led to many innovative adaptations of RF technology for specific applications, such as HV power supplies, RF power sources, particle accelerators, fusion plasma heating, radio astronomy, line-of-sight radar and over-the-horizon radar.

Continental continually explores new applications for RF technology in areas of broadcasting, communications, medical research, nuclear research and industrial heating. To obtain this expertise for your station, contact Continental first.

**International Datacasting Corp.**
2680 Queensview Dr.
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K2B 8H6
613-596-4120; Fax: 613-596-4863

IDC manufactures equipment for satellite broadcast transmission/reception, capable of C-band digital audio and up to 256kbs multiplexed data broadcast information. Products include digital audio encoders (using ISO-MPEG or APT-X), multiplexers and modulators, as well as integrated satellite receivers and decoders. Transmission formats include BPSK, QPSK, subcarrier-above video and Bandedge for cost-effective radio networking and data broadcast industry requirements.

**Microwave Filter Company**
6743 Kinne St.
E Syracuse NY 13057
315-437-3953; 800-448-1666
Fax: 315-463-1467

Microwave Filter Company supplies a variety of RF filter products, including devices for the elimination and control of interfering microwave signals.

**Old Dominion Broadcast Engineering Service**
9505 Lakewater Court
Richmond VA 23229
Phone/Fax: 804-740-4717

Old Dominion Broadcast Engineering Service is a source for audio mixers, audio bandwidth extenders, intercoms, rebuilding services, rental services, tape erasers, telephone hybrids and interfaces.

Readers:
We suggest that you remove this update page along its perforations and keep it with the Buyers Guide, which you recently received.
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### Transmitters, UHF TV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer:</th>
<th>Larcan-TTC, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model:</td>
<td>HDR-30M1A¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application:</td>
<td>Band I/V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual power:</td>
<td>30kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response vs. brightness:</td>
<td>&lt;0.5dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-frequency linearity:</td>
<td>0.5dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff. phase/gain:</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K factor at 27/12.5T:</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA devices:</td>
<td>IOT Solid-state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aural output power:</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aural carrier deviation:</td>
<td>±25kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereo capability for:</td>
<td>BTSC/NICAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio distortion:</td>
<td>0.5% 0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM/FM noise:</td>
<td>-55/-60dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooling System:</td>
<td>Forced air/Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input AC power:</td>
<td>220/480Vac 3Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power consumption:</td>
<td>36kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System efficiency:</td>
<td>90.7% 85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reader Service No.</td>
<td>201 202</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹This model is available from 10kW to 240kW. Models to 30kW can use forced-air or water cooling. Models above 60kW are water-cooled only.

### Transmitters, FM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer:</th>
<th>Larcan-TTC, Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model:</td>
<td>FMS Series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicable for LPFM:</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggested exciter:</td>
<td>8090X (TTC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output power range:</td>
<td>1kW-8kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical SWR rating:</td>
<td>2:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSWR protection:</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto mod control:</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA device:</td>
<td>Solid-state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA circuit type:</td>
<td>Broadband class C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPA device:</td>
<td>Solid-state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated remote ctrl.:</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>µP diagnostics</td>
<td>CMOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input power:</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power consumption</td>
<td>See below</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reader Service No.</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

For a decade USAFoam has provided the industry with highly effective absorbent foams, sound barriers and adhesives. With prices beginning at just $6.99 per 2'x2' sheet of anechoic wedge foam, and NRCs up to 1.63, few other products can compare for effectiveness or value! For more information, for a free sample kit or to order, call USAFoam toll-free at 1-800-95-WEDGE.

**Pro-Bel Inc.**

4480 N. Shallowford Rd., #102
Dunwoody, GA 30338-6410
404-396-1971 Fax: 404-396-0595

Additional copies of the Broadcast Engineering *Buyers Guide* are available from the Intertec Customer Service Department (1-800-441-0294) for $20.00.

Data on the following UHF TV and FM radio transmitter systems was unavailable when the Buyers Guide went to press. The Reader Service numbers will bring you information about these products.
mission. However, the center has PAL and NTSC tape recorders in the current formats to handle interviews with athletes' families, from European and U.S. sources. If a tourist gets a unique shot on a consumer Hi-8 VCR, CBS is ready to use it. There are even two switcher/routers, one small unit for PAL and a main one for NTSC, both supplied by BTS. The NTSC unit is a BTS Venus with 144 video inputs and 192 outputs, featuring four levels of audio and time code, and smaller matrices for RGB and key signals. The PAL router for receiving signals from ORTO, the host broadcaster, has 48 video inputs by 48 outputs. The 4-level audio router is divided into two parts: two audio routers with 48 inputs and 48 outputs, the other two with 32 inputs and 32 outputs.

The CBS broadcast center in Lillehammer has two main control rooms. The larger one is built up from the CBS Mobile Unit One with the side taken off, similar to the setup in Albertville. The switcher has been removed and built out into a larger control room, however, the basic truck systems are used, including the Grass Valley 300 switcher along with the audio and video equipment.

The second control room was done a bit differently for Lillehammer. The late night show has been expanded to an hour, so there is a need to be able to do prime time and late night simultaneously. The large stage has been divided into two stages, because there may be more people coming in and more interviews.

Control Room B is a full-fledged control room and an edit room designed during the day to do billboards and graphic builds and then in the evening to do the late night show. The control room will be able to work with the stage doing studio picks-ups, and the interviews then convert into an edit facility with its own tape facilities to be able to composite the show right in the same control room.

For Albertville, CBS took two mobile units. At Lillehammer, there is one mobile unit, and the second control room is being built. With the 6-hour delay, prime time and late night are composited shows.

What will tend to happen is that CBS will take isolated feeds from the host's camera positions and then supplement where more personal coverage may be needed. For example, at the downhill event, CBS has additional cameras at the start house and at the finish. There will be point-of-view (POV) cameras in the middle for coming and going shots as well. The objective is to customize coverage the way Americans like to view television.

Toward the end, CBS has come up with innovative shots to supplement ORTO's creative camera positions. Unique camera uses include:

- **Luge-cam.** CBS Sports has built a tiny camera into the middle of U.S. team member Duncan Kennedy's luge pod between the leg positions pointing forward. It will not affect the aerodynamics of the sled and has been approved by all of the necessary governing bodies, as well as the Lillehammer Olympic Organizing Committee. As Kennedy flies down the luge run, the camera's signal will be sent to a helicopter hovering above the course and relayed to the production truck on site.

- **Goalie-cam.** CBS Sports is planning to equip Hockey Team USA's goalie with a helmet containing a built-in camera. A transmitter and battery pack tucked into the goalie's belt will send the signal to a production truck at the arena. Viewers will see exactly with the goalie sees during the action.

- **Coming-and-going camera.** This POV camera will be mounted on gates in the downhill men's and women's ski competition. It consists of two tiny cameras mounted back-to-back. The first camera will capture the skier as he or she approaches the gate. A video sensor will trigger the second camera as the skier passes the gate, providing a shot continuing down the course. This camera, used for the first time at an Olympics for the women's alpine course in Meribel, France, will now be used for all the

---

**Figure 1.** Broadcast path from the European Games to U.S. affiliates.
SONY METAL BETACAM TAPE.
A CLEARER PICTURE
OF WHERE THE WORLD IS GOING.

You've never seen so many brilliant reasons for choosing Sony Metal Betacam® tape.

The inventor of the format and leader in metal tape technology announces new tapes that are even more advanced. You can step up to the future with Sony's unprecedented Digital Betacam® BCT-D Series. For ENG, EFP and post production, choose the broadcast master tape that sets a higher standard, BCT-MA Series.

Or discover the tape that's making Betacam SP® recording affordable enough for industrial video, UVWT-MA Series. Whichever way you look, one thing is clear.

There's a Sony Metal Betacam tape for wherever your world is going.

Circle (58) on Reply Card
CBS

LILHAMMER 94

Super Slo-Mo camera, videotape recorder and crew.

- Remote cameras. Mounted in the start houses of the alpine skiing events, remote-controlled cameras will focus over the skiers’ shoulders just before the start of their runs.
- Blimp. A blimp will hover over the venues for overhead shots of many of the outdoor events. This will be similar to the way CBS covers American football games.

Conservative buys

Whereas Norway’s NRK as host broadcaster via ORTO saw the Olympics as an opportunity to take the digital plunge (See the related article, “Let the Digital Games Begin,” on p. 54), CBS had no such notions. The network is a Betacam SP acquisition, D-2 edit shop. Because the equipment purchased or rented with purchase option is destined to end up at CBS facilities in America, there was no reason to consider D-3, D-5 or Digital Betacam.

As for the graphics systems, the basic workhorse will be the Chyron Infiniti. There also will be some 3-D graphics systems to pre-build images. In addition, Quantel Picturebox and Paintbox will be at the venues. The computersystem will interface with the time and results systems provided by the host. The facilities will essentially be an analog house.

The systems in place at Lillehammer should perform because the network scheduled a number of pre-Olympics events, including a 3-show figure skating competition at the Olympic venue.

The big difference between Albertville and Lillehammer is the topography. At Albertville, having microwave trucks at various locations was not possible because of the surrounding Alps. Also, the venues were so spread out that there was not a central place where people congregated. Lillehammer is quite different, with its two gentle sloping mountains and the town in a valley. The team was able to get space on an adjacent tower and put up microwave receivers and have microwave trucks that can cover a good portion of the Lillehammer area. There are also repeaters up at the Hunderfossen area, which is where the bobs and luges compete. These areas can be covered with microwave, whereas Ku (satellite) trucks were used in Albertville. Area IFBs are possible here, so the changes and updates were mostly to adjust to the terrain.

Transmission connections

Responsibility for getting signals from the venues to the IBC and signals coming...
Special travel to the station received bird ticket and to ensure nothing signals separate via European satellites fiber coverage over Norway to transmitting the assembled into the transmission com.

A second international Norwegian Telecom the INTELSAT over the will be uplinked to Hughes Galaxy U.S. domestic satellites for reception and terrestrial broadcast from the CBS-owned stations and the CBS Television Network affiliates. The bulk of the satellite traffic to and from Norway will be on one-month leased transponders, supplemented by occasional as required. The Norwegian Telecom is providing all of the fiber and a domestic Ku-band transponder channel, as well as a domestic Ku-mobile truck. The microwave services will be a mixture of CBS supplied and Norwegian Telecom support. CBS will be using Telecom's tower and, in some cases, its relay radios with frequencies allocated by Telecom.

The Norwegians studied the operation in France carefully before and during the Olympics and have been on target or slightly ahead of target in many areas all the way through. The “dress rehearsal” events before the Olympics went exceedingly well with the satellite links.

Internally, CBS will have full 24-hour-per-day near-broadcast-quality circuits from New York to Lillehammer. In addition, there will be a full-time audio and video circuit

into the CBS facilities from other countries rests with David L. White, vice president of Special Projects. He also is responsible for transmitting the assembled material from Norway to the USA and from CBS New York back to Lillehammer.

The CBS facilities at the IBC will receive coverage over a combination of terrestrial fiber optics, microwave and domestic European satellites (for interviews from other countries). (See Figure 1.) Programs to air will be transmitted to the United States via international transponders over two separate INTELSAT satellites. The two signals will be redundant (identical) to ensure nothing is lost.

One signal will be passed via fiber optics to a Norwegian Telecom C-band earth station and then transmitted to an INTELSAT bird over the Atlantic. The signal will be received at the IDB Communications earth station on Staten Island, NY. It will then travel to the CBS Broadcast Center in New York, again via fiber optics.

A second CBS signal will be routed over fiber optics to another Norwegian Telecom gateway earth station. From there, the transmission will be uplinked to a second INTELSAT satellite and accessed at Washington International Teleport (WIT) in Alexandria, VA. Picture and sound will be carried from Virginia on dedicated Vyxx fiber to the New York CBS Broadcast Center.

The two independent transmissions from Norway will be assigned internally to a broadcast operations and satellite distribution management center from which the composite programming (including commercials) will then be sent outbound to the CBS affiliate stations in the United States. These transmissions involve placing the program material on fiber-optic circuits between the Broadcast Center and Group W satellite communications facilities in Stamford, CT. There the signal will be uplinked to Hughes Galaxy U.S. domestic satellites for reception and terrestrial broadcast from the CBS-owned stations and the CBS Television Network affiliates.
Clearer telephone call-ins.

Gentner's new G3200 telephone hybrid makes telephone calls clear and understandable for you, your studio audience, and your callers. The G3200 digitally auto-adapts to the telephone line, plus a built-in acoustic echo canceller allows you to maintain caller audio at a comfortable volume in the studio.

The G3200 is the first telephone hybrid designed specifically for the demanding needs of television studios and teleproduction facilities. Call today for details!

Let the Digital Games begin
1994 Winter Olympics

By Richard Dean and Jerry Walker

For the first time in Olympic history, the host broadcaster TV system for the 1994 Winter Olympics in Lillehammer, Norway, Feb. 12-27, is based on digital technology throughout the entire transmission chain from the production site to the recording facilities in the International Broadcasting Centre (IBC). Approximately 93 Sony Digital Betacam machines will be used during the Games.

The decision of NRK ORTO 94 (the Olympic Radio & Television Organization led by Norwegian public broadcaster NRK) to distribute the international TV signal in CCIR Recommendation 656-1 serial format with embedded audio was primarily made on the basis of greater reliability offered by component digital video. Substantial savings also are made possible because the video and two channels of audio are carried by the same cable.

Coverage of the alpine events at Hafjell and the cross-country venue will be originated digitally. All others will be originated in PAL, digitized and decoded at the OB van output, and routed as a 270Mbit/s VANDA (Video And Audio) signal to Norwegian Telecom. To enable signals to pass along its fiber-optic network, Norwegian Telecom bit reduces (and later restores) the video portion of each feed to produce a total data rate of 140Mbit/s.

Located at Storhove, a tiny settlement 4km north of Lillehammer where the opening and closing events will take place beside two huge ski jump tracks, the 5-floor IBC has an area of approximately 26,000 square meters — enough to house the entire 22,000 population of Lillehammer with room to spare.

Late result for HDTV

The decision by the European Commission (EC) to fund high-definition production at the 1994 Winter Olympics in Lillehammer came too late for what many had hoped would be an historic trial of European digital TV technology. But it still promises to produce valuable high-definition experience and the most valuable source of digital high-definition archive to date.

In collaboration reminiscent of high-definition coverage at the Wimbledon tennis tournament, an agreement was made to exchange material with fellow high-definition producers NHK. HD Thames will be covering the medal awards, slalom and ice hockey, while NHK will handle speed skating and figure skating. Between the two, four of the 12 venues will be covered and they will produce approximately 210 hours of material for Europe, which is almost the same number of hours as regular 4:3 broadcasts.

In each case, the benefiting company is responsible for conversion. HD Thames will use a BTS system to convert NHK's 1125/60 material, while NHK has its own system.

Digital link

HD Thames will use a 70Mbit/s digital satellite link for the first time, shipping European high-definition pictures from Lillehammer to France Telecom in Paris. Up to three satellite relays will take signals from Paris to broadcasters across Europe who express interest in broadcasting the February event in high-definition or 16:9 widescreen format.

Only Supervision in France and TV Plus in the Netherlands have been confirmed as broadcast carriers of the HD Thames coverage at press time, using analog D2-MAC to convey widescreen pictures at 625-line resolution. The French high-definition theater chain, Salles de Cinema, also is taking the feed, and France Telecom has a number of demonstration sites across France.
HiVision
A ready market for high-definition television already exists in Japan, where more than 20,000 viewers receive direct-to-home HiVision satellite signals from public broadcaster NHK via the MUSE broadcasting system, along with almost 600 public display sites.
NHK's foreign production requirements are met by a wholly-owned subsidiary called Mico (Media International Corporation), which has three operating divisions worldwide. The head office in Tokyo handles Asia and Pacific assignments. There also is a New York office for the United States and a Mico office in the United Kingdom for Europe.
According to Mico UK executive vice president Tada Yokoo, his team will produce approximately 60% of the 100 hours of Winter Olympic coverage carried by HiVision, with the remainder sourced from HD Thames. Mico plans to use two vans with four or five cameras and up to three Sony or Hitachi digital VTRs, a smaller 3-camera van with one digital VTR, plus two sets of 1/2-inch ENG cameras with separate Unit VTRs to cover the figure and speed skating events.
The HiVision signals will be sent from Lillehammer to Tokyo via the INTELSAT satellite positioned over the Indian Ocean using the MUSE DPCM (differential pulse code modulation) digital transmission system. But with most events starting at approximately 04.00 hours local time and a time difference in Tokyo of eight hours later, pictures would begin to emerge at 12.00 if they were transmitted live to Japan.
Yokoo's team will rely on tape to send pictures during the Japanese day. But this apparently simple procedure will be far from what U.S. broadcasters might call a "no-brainer." Given that NHK has decided to present its high-definition viewers with a 3-hour package of highlights repeated three times daily, rather thanverbatim coverage of all but the opening and closing ceremonies, the Lillehammer team will be busy editing footage through the night to be ready for dispatch at 12.00 Japan time, just four hours before the next evening's events begin to unfold in Lillehammer. Only events where Japan expects to win gold will be sent over as additional live broadcasts for the more dedicated (and nocturnal) viewers.
Each of Japan's four DTH (direct-to-home) channels, including HiVision, are broadcast from a VS3 series satellite in analog format. As with everywhere else in the world, a transition to digital is inevitable in the long run. But according to Yokoo, the change is not likely to happen until early in the next century.

NEW Isolating Protector

**STOP LIGHTNING on Coax Line**

**New IE Series Protector**

**100% STRIKE ENERGY**

**100% STRIKE ENERGY**

**50% CENTER**

**TO GROUND**

**50% CENTER**

**TO GROUND**

**50% SHIELD**

**50% SHIELD**

Our patented Isolated Equipment (IE) Series Protectors ground and then isolate both the shield and the center conductor of your coax line. Lightning is diverted to the outside ground system. It can not travel to the equipment chassis and follow the electrical wires to ground which can happen with all other type protectors including 1/4 wave shorted stubs. The IE Series Protectors are available from 1.5MHz to 2.6GHz (to 20GHz Special). This innovative and unique series is **99.9% effective**, setting a whole new meaning to the term "Coax Protector". Of course it's from the World Leader in RF coax protection.
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Choosing the right format is no easy task.

By Curtis Chan

It's been a long time since the 1956 NAB when the quadruplex videotape recorder made its debut. The VR-1000 pulling tape and making pictures was quite a sight.

Over the years, there have been at least 20 formats introduced in the United States. Today, these formats are still being used in one form or another, with more coming. Among the formats in use are Quad (2-inch); Types A, B and C (1-inch); U-matic (SP); VHS; S-VHS; W-VHS (S-VHS extension for high-definition recording); 8mm; Hi-8mm; 1/2-inch EIAJ; Betamax; Betacam (SP); MII for the analog side; and D-1, D-2, D-3, Digital Betacam, DCT and D-5 for digital. The newest format is the D-6 from BTS.

Unless you've been around tape formats all your life, making an investment decision for your facility by simply reading literature specifications is similar to buying a vintage car because you liked the thump you heard when you kicked the sidewalls. Some older formats are still in use and are cost-effective. The simplicity of board repairs and basic maintenance can save a considerable amount of money. If you are skeptical, think about how many U-matics are still in use today. The important thing is to purchase a format, and ultimately a machine, based upon its intended usage, whether it be acquisition, production, post-production, duplication, archiving or distribution.

A single universal tape format that meets the needs of the professional broadcast and post-production industries would be ideal. Unfortunately, because of different standards, economics and requirements for each application, many tape formats proliferate. End-users must decide whether to use a single format for all of their needs and accept compromises in quality and performance or match each application to a format designed for that particular need, thereby creating a cost-effective interformat environment. There is no single best format; each format lends itself quite well to its intended application.

For instance, in the digital domain, D-1 and DCT will continue to find applications where high-quality video and audio are a must, primarily in the post community. The D-2 and D-3 formats will find market share in the broadcast and post communities. Although the D-2 format touts a portable recorder, D-3's camcorder might get the edge in EFP/ENG applications. D-6, if accepted, will likely find use in telecine transfers and archival. For analog, 1-inch Type C is still regarded as the workhorse format for production and post-production; Betacam (SP) and, to a smaller extent, MII are well-suited for acquisition and post-
The power to change everything right before your eyes.

Because with The Graphics Factory™ Halo Series, you don't just see fast results. You see them right before your eyes.

It's the only graphics platform with an integrated paint, still store, character generator, and 3-D graphics animation system that renders and plays back in real-time.

Halo is fully compatible with NTSC, PAL, D1 and D2 formats, PC or SGI platforms, and accepts TIFF, Targa, and RLE files from Wavefront or Alias. It also works with popular systems including Weather Central, Accuweather, and WSI.

Halo gives you everything you want. So why wait? All it takes is one phone call to your Grass Valley Group representative.

If you want instant graphics, Halo gives you an eyeful.
ALL DAT TAPES ARE NOT THE SAME

In recommending DAT as the format for exchanging digital audio, the European Broadcast Union also warned its members that the tape itself should be chosen with great care. Block errors, archiving stability — even head wear are affected directly by the quality and design of the tape and the shell in which it’s housed.

In pursuit of the highest standards of excellence, Europe’s leading supplier of DAT technology — HHB Communications — has developed a new range of DAT tape providing a consistently higher level of performance than conventional Digital Audio Tapes in a wide variety of professional audio applications.

We believe HHB DAT tape to be the safest choice for professional users.

Post the coupon below and we’ll tell you why.
Digital Betacam

The introduction of Sony's Digital Betacam strategically safeguards the existing Betacam user base. It offers compatibility, performance and features that exceed those of current analog standards and it tout a cost-effective price point. As with Ampex's DCT, Digital Betacam uses a mild bit-rate reduction technique called coefficient recording. The 2:1, picture-dependent intrafield compression scheme doesn’t introduce the kinds of motion artifacts found in other compression techniques. The intrafield scheme applies the compression algorithms to each field discretely and independently. By employing a discrete cosine transform, the low-frequency component of the signal is preserved.

There is no single "best" format; each lends itself to its intended application.

The bit rate remains unchanged and the I/O carries the full 10-bit 4:2:2 signal. Two models in the DVW line also permit playback of analog Betacam and Betacam SP.

DCT

Ampex correctly forecasted the market direction and gave us Digital Component Technology (DCT) as a packaged deal for the high-end markets. In addition to DCT tape drives, you can purchase a DCT switcher, editor and DVE. Like Sony, DCT uses a mild 2:1 compression scheme and 19mm tape. Three-hour recordings are possible with the large cassette, and the company touts perfect picture quality after 30 generations. Aside from what is arguably the most robust and performance-laden transport in broadcasting, DCT's strength lies in its error-correction scheme. Ampex believes the sophisticated data-rounding methods employed on the front end of the DCT 700d drive answer the question of whether to use 10-bit or 8-bit. Features of the 700d drive include switching between 525/625, serviceable transport (it can be physically rotated 90°), pinch-rollerless and frictionless air-lubricated tape guides, astounding shuttle-acceleration speeds (you can recue a 30-second spot in 1.5 seconds) and even a built-in 3.5-inch floppy drive for adding features or programs. I/Os include parallel digital, with serial digital and analog I/O as options. An analog composite output is available for making window dubs.

D-6

The DCT6000 gigabit recorder from BTS is the first high-definition cassette recorder to comply with SMPTE-D6. This record-
er is different than the machines previously discussed in that it was built as an HD machine. Its main purpose is to record images from the new BTS/Kodak HD telecine, which also was shown at SMPTE. The recorder is capable of uncompressed recordings at 1.2 Gbit/s. The machine has digital parallel and analog signal interfaces, and it can record up to 12 digital audio channels. Sampling frequency is 72 MHz for luminance and 36 MHz for chrominance. Luminance bandwidth is 30 MHz; chrominance is 15 MHz.

Although the main reason for buying a D-6 machine would be for archiving film masters to a high-definition digital format, the machine is not limited to that application. With a recording time of 64 minutes on the large cassettes, D-6 can also be used for applications in post-production and other areas, including recording HD computer images.

Chart specifics

Rather than go into a long discussion of the pros and cons of certain formats, Broadcast Engineering has included a comparison chart to allow you to determine for yourself the best format for your needs. (See Table 1 on page 56.) Instead of presenting individual models, we have detailed some of the specifics of each format. Once you have made the format decision, you have plenty of models to choose from, and, in many cases, from more than one manufacturer. All formats allow for editing, both insert and assemble, as well as split audio and video edits. Except for 1-inch Type C, all of the formats are cassette-based. Because they are all capable of making reasonable pictures, and because the electronic specifications don't really tell the whole story, we have left them out. In their place we have listed application categories to give you an idea as to what quality to expect from the format and, to some extent, the cost.
Overheard in all the best places.

It's the new Matrix Plus® II intercom system. The system that more and more broadcast professionals and system integrators are starting to talk about. Matrix Plus II builds on the remarkable strengths of the original Matrix Plus—the new industry standard for high-performance communications. Matrix Plus II is a truly integrated, 100 x 100 digitally-controlled intercom with easy-to-use visual display stations, a comprehensive modular interface system, external DTMF system control, and simplified, pull-down menu programming. Exclusive features include

“Intelligent System Linking” of multiple systems for expansion beyond 100 ports, and global remote control over crosspoint levels. There's also improved station communications for long-line remote capability, as well as optional, fully digitized single-pair wiring. Plus much more, including the highest level of service and support in the industry. Want all the details?

Call us at (510) 527-6666. The Matrix Plus II. You'll be overhearing more about it.

Matrix Plus II
From Clear-Com Intercom Systems

945 Camelia Street, Berkeley, CA 94710. Tel. 510-527-6666. Fax 510-527-6699
International: PO Box 302 Walnut Creek, CA 94597. Fax 510-932-2171
www.americanradiohistory.com
By Brad Dick, editor

I feel like quoting Rush Limbaugh when he says, "See, I told you so!"
The broadcast industry is headed skyward just like Broadcast Engineering magazine predicted two years ago. For the past eight years, BE has been providing exclusive detailed coverage on the technology plans for broadcasters. The information, based on surveys of BE readers, has proved to be highly accurate. Armed with this information, stations have been able to better plan their equipment purchases to remain competitive.

Although we'd never be so pompous as to tell BE readers the way things ought to be, it is gratifying to see this year's survey results confirm what BE magazine has been saying for several years. The broadcast industry is in recovery and the patient will live.
The information in this year's survey was prepared by the Intertec Publishing research department. The data is based on the responses developed from 2,000 mailed survey forms, of which 668 were returned. This represents a 33.6% response rate.

Upward trends
The 1991 survey pointed toward an upward trend. The 1992 survey confirmed better times were at hand. And this year, the 1993 industry forecast survey confirms that broadcasters are investing in their future. That's a point that seems to have been lost on some print journalists. As I discussed in this month's "Editorial," Not everything is doom and gloom in the broadcast industry. Stations are not going dark, and executives are not jumping out the financial window in desperation. Rather, stations have been slowly re-grouping, re-establishing a more solid financial foundation upon which to build for the future. It appears from the survey results that station equipment purchase plans are coming to fruition at a rapid rate. New hardware is on the way.

The fog clears
All of us have been hoping and even praying that the fortunes of the industry would finally turn around. It has been a tough few years and a lot of our members have suffered because of these conditions. Staff reductions were common. Station sales first climbed, then plummeted as overleveraged, high-interest rate deals created back-breaking debt load for stations. Managers, faced with increased debt payments and reduced revenues, dealt with the issues as any capitalist would — by cutting spending. That often meant cutting people. At the same time staffs were cut, equipment budgets also were slashed. If it wasn't broke, it wasn't replaced be-
FAMILIAR TERRITORY... WELCOME HOME!

The most powerful digital audio workstation is now also the easiest to use with the introduction of our new Hardware Control Panel.

The CB-158 control panel is designed to work specifically with the ProDisk 464 and its easy-to-use GUIDE editing screen -- this combination gives you the speed you need to save time, and money.

This new control panel places all recording and editing functions on dedicated keys, greatly simplifying the editing process and dramatically reducing the learning curve. And it provides machine control of up to 4 external video or audio decks.

Call Otari at (415) 341-5900 for more information about the easiest to use DAW on earth!
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Table 1. The table shows the percent of respondents indicating plans to purchase the type of equipment listed. Results are measured over all markets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment Category</th>
<th>RADIO</th>
<th>TV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audio recorders/players</td>
<td>46.0%</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microphones</td>
<td>34.1%</td>
<td>39.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test equipment</td>
<td>29.5%</td>
<td>46.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal processing</td>
<td>29.3%</td>
<td>26.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio consoles</td>
<td>24.1%</td>
<td>18.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automation equipment</td>
<td>20.9%</td>
<td>20.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitors (audio &amp; video)</td>
<td>17.9%</td>
<td>57.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna systems</td>
<td>16.1%</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmitters</td>
<td>17.8%</td>
<td>13.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal routing/distribution</td>
<td>13.2%</td>
<td>28.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editing, desktop systems</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>37.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameras</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>40.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video recorders</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>52.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote production vehicles, Program relay</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>13.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>graphics/effects/titlers</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>29.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video switchers</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>24.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No purchases planned in 1994</td>
<td>16.8%</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The average radio station equipment budget for 1994 is $36,769.

When asked to report on what percent of technical maintenance was handled by contract engineers, AM stations reported 49% and FM stations reported 41%. Those figures were much smaller for TV stations. The top 50 markets all the stations use contract personnel. The larger-market stations are more likely to use contract engineers than are small market TV stations.

Now the budget numbers
The average radio station equipment budget for 1994 is $36,769. That is a 41% increase over actual equipment expenditures for 1993. Radio stations are keen on improving facilities in 1994.

TV station budgets are approximately 10 times larger than those for radio stations. For this reason, even a small percentage increase in spending represents, in the
ANYTHING LESS WILL COST YOU MORE.

By designing our UHF solid state transmitters for thorough availability, we can help you realize greater profitability in the long run. Our full range—from 2kW to 30 kW—features fully interchangeable, high MTBF-rated modules that drastically cut the cost of spare part provisions while providing state-of-the-art performance and maintainability. Each pre-adjusted module may be replaced quickly and easily for on-air maintenance without down time. And the powerful logic unit provides continuous monitoring of all stages, supplying the operator with fast diagnostics either on-site or from a remote location. What’s more, your operations staff will appreciate the straightforward, easy-to-read user control panel. Thomcast is, of course, thoroughly available to help you choose the configuration that perfectly meets your requirements.

THOMCAST

when dependability counts.

1, rue de l’Hautil - B.P. 150 - 78702 Contians Sainte Honorine Cedex France - Tel.: 33 (1) 34 90 31 00 - Fax : 33 (1) 34 90 30 00
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Last year, 57% answered yes to that question. More FM stations are satisfied with their equipment budgets than are AM stations.

The TV stations see things differently. Measured overall, only half of the TV stations see their equipment budgets as adequate. The top 10 market response was the same (50%). The small market stations were less satisfied, with 46% of them calling their equipment budgets adequate.

Shopping list

Enough of the big picture. What do stations want to buy? Table 1 lists the 16 equipment categories used in the survey. The radio results represent combined data for AM and FM stations measured across all markets. The TV data also is based on all markets combined.

Radio stations want audio recorders and players (46%). The next most desired items are close in popularity: microphones (34%), test equipment (30%) and signal processing equipment (29%).

Not surprisingly, TV stations have different priorities. Monitors and videotape recorders are the most sought-after items in this year’s survey. More than half of all respondents indicated plans to purchase such equipment. The next most desired categories of equipment were test and measurement (46%) and cameras (41%).

Engineers should be happy with the results of this year’s survey. A very good year has just begun.

Convention attendance

When stations want to buy equipment, they often see conventions as the best place to review the options. Of those planning to attend any convention, 59% selected the spring NAB followed by 51% for the fall show. It should be noted, however, that two-thirds of the survey’s radio respondents said that they would not be attending any convention.

Almost 48% of the TV respondents plan to attend some convention in 1994, with the spring NAB show being the most popular (39%). That percentage runs fairly constant across all market sizes. It is interesting to note that fewer than one-third of the TV respondents indicated any desire to attend the fall broadcast show. We’re interested to see how that is reflected in attendance for the combined SBE/RTNDA/SMPTE/NAB fall show.

Spend, spend, spend

Engineers should be happy with the results of this year’s survey. Budgets are up and stations are planning upgrades. Now is the time for stations to plan their 1994 purchases. TV stations will be looking for hardware that can carry them forward to the advanced TV era of 16:9 and even HD. Fortunately, many manufacturers are ready with solutions to the transition dilemma.

Although radio station engineers don’t face the same time bomb scenario of HD, they too have to purchase carefully for the future. With DAB and cable radio around the corner, now is the time for radio stations to upgrade their RF and audio chains.

In 1966, Frank Sinatra released the song, “It Was a Very Good Year.” In the song, he sings of the different periods of his life that were special and good. Well, it looks like it’s time to sing it again. A very good year has just begun.

Acknowledgment: Appreciation is expressed to Dataworld and the M Street Directory for their help in preparing this article.

Editor’s note: The complete survey is available in bound form from Intertec Publishing. It contains more than 300 pages of tabular data from the survey. Detailed spending plans, convention attendance and purchasing authority are included in the results. Copies of the directory are available for $150. Contact Randi Hambleton for more information at 513-967-7330 or fax her at 513-967-1735.
Introducing the 3M BC-Metal videocassette. The hot, new Betacam SP tape designed to raise the standards by which all others are judged and destined to popularity. In fact, we wouldn't be surprised if you've already heard about it. But if you haven't, rest assured, you will.
Magni Signal Creator

By Phil Dunk and Adrian Tuckwell

One of the keys to a successful manufactured product is quality control. In the case of professional videotape recorders, that process is intensive. A zero-defect production process is highly desirable and also required by today’s customers.

A zero-defect production process is highly desirable and also required by today’s customers.

In the case of Sony Broadcast International’s Basingstoke, UK, manufacturing site, the desire to produce zero-defect products resulted in the adoption of a completely automated quality-assurance (QA) testing system. The first-of-its-kind automated QA test suite is now a key ingredient in the quality measurement process for VTRs, audio products and cameras (including CCUs) built in the plant. The process adopted in this manufacturing facility also can be adapted to other video facilities that operate a large number of videotape recorders. This article will describe how the automated testing system works and show that it could be similarly adopted in video production facilities.

ATS, a worldwide QA standard

A new process, the automated testing station (ATS), was adopted as the preferred QA testing methodology first at Basingstoke and later for worldwide manufacturing plants. Like many of Sony’s facilities, Basingstoke had relied on costly, nonmonolithic systems to handle specification testing. Measurements typically involved dedicated functions, routinely taking several hours to execute. The ATS, built around the latest test equipment, promised to reduce testing time to minutes. The greatly reduced cost of this equipment meant Basingstoke could achieve consistent, high-quality testing at acceptable budget levels.

The ATS is designed to provide fast, efficient checks of key product performance specifications. It relies on a networked workstation providing consistent measurement of all parameters; once a measurement path is defined for a product, every unit is measured in the same way every time.

Specific capabilities of the ATS include the ability to perform a variety of video measurements (in either PAL or component) without having to change equipment or wiring. Multiple video formats are supported, including Betacam, D-1 and D-2, parallel and serial. Audio measurements include analog and digital formats, and allow the system to incrementally monitor up to 100 channels. Such performance is important, for example, when testing the 48 channels of a PCM-3348 digital multitrack recorder.

Configuration and operation

The ATS equipment setup includes a personal computer with VGA display, the Magni Signal Creator, a Tektronix VM700A video analyzer, an Audio Precision System I audio test generator and Signal Management’s RF coax relay switches.

In operation, the PC and VGA display comprise the workstation from which operators enter and verify product data and control the testing equipment. Testing procedures are selected from the engineering PC network by menu and continuously loop until complete. PC software automatically calculates measurement values and reports PASS/FAIL status on every product undergoing a test. Following notification, the operator can initiate testing of a similar unit or select another product model for evaluation. Units that fail are returned for repair, accompanied by a hard copy report of the test results. In addition, test data on all products is archived on disk, facilitating further analysis. The test results are used to address customer questions on product performance and provide feedback on the impact of product modifications or enhancements.

Custom test signal generation capability

A key ingredient to the successful implementation of the test system was Magni’s Signal Creator. The 1/2-rack unit provides the ability to generate signals for most TV formats and standards, and to quickly change from one signal set to another without cumbersome hardware or com-

Dunk and Tuckwell are QA principal engineer and QA engineer, respectively, for Sony Broadcast International, Basingstoke, United Kingdom.
Compact UHF wireless...

...by the best in the business.

The new 195 Series introduces a transparent audio quality that has never been available from any wireless manufacturer, in studio or field production wireless systems.

A revolutionary dual-band compandor system eliminates pumping and breathing and keeps envelope distortion at incredibly low levels.

We urge you to directly compare this new UHF system with any other wireless system, compact or full size, at any price, from any manufacturer. Compare RF selectivity and IM rejection, operating range or thermal stability. Compare overall audio quality. When you do, be prepared to experience something clearly superior to what you have been using.

This is a wireless system that doesn’t sound like a wireless system. Isn’t that what you’d expect from the best in the business?

Surface mount technology is integrated with precision mechanical assemblies to keep the overall size to a minimum. This preserves the overall ruggedness which is our hallmark.

Call for more information:

800-821-1121

LECTROSONICS, INC.
581 Laser Road, Rio Rancho, NM 87124
FAX (505) 892-6243
USA

Made with Pride in the USA
Sensational Sound Over Switched 56/ISDN

Transmit 10 kHz Over a Single Digital Circuit!
CCS, the pioneer of digital audio codecs, proudly presents the CDQ1000, the only codec that lets you transmit up to 10 kHz of audio over a single switched 56 or ISDN line.

Preserve Your Past Investments in Codecs!
The versatile CDQ1000 is fully compatible with G.722, 7.5 kHz codecs such as the CCS Micro56 and Micro66i. It also interoperates with the CCS CDQ2000 ISO MUSICAM® codec. You can now achieve universal compatibility with a single codec!

Three modes of operation: 7.5, 8.2, or 10 kHz
CCITT G.722 or enhanced MUSICAM compression
Two-way mono transmission
56 kbps or 64 kbps data rate
Both V.35 and X.21 digital interfaces

CHEETAH SYSTEMS
the Worldwide Leader in Closed Captioning offers the most advanced and comprehensive line of captioning solutions available.

CHEETAH SYSTEMS is the only vendor offering a complete line of cross compatible captioning products with 24 hour support, 365 days a year.

Join the leader!
Call us for more information and our demo videotape at 800-829-2287.
"Se Habla Espanol!"

CLOSED CAPTIONING

CHEETAH SYSTEMS

Figure 1. The component version of the Multiple Matrix Test Signal.

Figure 2. The Multiple Matrix Test Signal for use with composite systems.

The signals consist of color bars, multiburst ramp, pulse and bar and other signals required for specification measurement.

In another instance, the generator is used to customize multiburst waveforms to include frequency packets specialized for different product models. These custom signals were created in a matter of minutes using the software supplied with the Signal Creator. With this capability, a new generator need not be
Everything you wished for in a hand-held lens...is here.

Imagine getting Aspheric Technology, Inner Focus, V-Grip, and Adjustable Zoom Speed, all in a single lens. Well, consider your wishes granted with Fujinon's A15X8EVM hand-held lens.

**Aspheric Technology (AT)**
Redefines TV Zoom Lens Performance.

AT gives our A15X8EVM lens unparalleled performance with a wider angle, closer focus, and reduced flare and ghosting. You also won't find AT on any other TV zoom...it's a Fujinon exclusive.

**Inner Focus**
Assures Filter Flexibility.

Imagine setting your graduated, star, polarizer, and other filters only once. There's no need to set them again after refocusing.

**V-Grip Servo**
for Unparalleled Comfort and Control.

Our exclusive V-Grip adjusts to your hand in five angles from 3 degrees to 17 degrees. It also lets you focus from infinity to MOD without ever removing your fingers from the lens barrel.

**Adjustable Zoom Speed**
for Exceptional Control.

You can adjust zoom speed from 7 seconds to an incredible 1 second wide-to-tele.

Fujinon's A15X8EVM Lens. When it comes to exceptional performance and value, your wish is our command. For details and more information, call Fujinon at 1-800-553-6611.

Broadcast & Communications Products Division

FUJINON FOCUSED ON THE FUTURE

FUJINON INC., 10 High Point Dr., Wayne, NJ 07470-7434. (201) 633-5600
Southern 2001 Midway, Ste. 114, Carrollton, TX 75006-4916 (214) 365-8102
Midwest 3 N. 125 Springdale, West Chicago, IL 60185-1960 (708) 231-7898
Western 129 E. Banana Way, Carson, CA 90746-1406 (310) 532-2861
Latin American 15/81 Southwest 113th St., Miami, FL 33165-2562 (305) 388-7399
FUJI PHOTO OPTICAL CO., LTD., 1-394 Uetsuki, Omiya City, Saitama 330 Japan; Phone: (048) 668-2152, FAX: (048) 651-8517. TELEX: J22085
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purchased each time a new or special signal requirement arises.

Operating features and attributes

A key to the effective operation lies in the Signal Creator's ability to be RS-232 controlled. Also, manual operation of the generator is straightforward and simple. The front-panel display and push-button combination simplifies signal selection, parameter setting and the selection of additional menus for test signal generation.

Testing procedures are selected from the engineering PC network by menu and continuously loop until complete.

Memory recalls allow the changing of multiple generator settings with a single button (for example, transferring entire signal sets from a memory card). Memory recalls also can be accessed remotely under RS-232 control. This recall capability will become increasingly important as signal set libraries are expanded to accommodate the testing of new products.

Other features include timeable blackburst, which provides the timing and reference for video inputs to switchers under test. Furthermore, the system can act as an independent analog and digital test signal generator for testing analog and digital VTRs.

Network and database implementation

A Novell network interconnects the manufacturing facility's five ATS stations. It provides the seven QA test engineers with access to any ATS suite from their individual PCs. The immediate benefit of the network is that test engineers can improve existing test procedures or create new ones from their PCs, which avoids interrupting an ATS to make a change. The network also provides database capability for storage of all testing procedures and results, contributing to long-term analysis of test data.

The Signal Creator integrates easily into a network environment. It can generate virtually any video format needed and allows signal sets to be changed instantly, as required by the various test engineers. In addition, it potentially gives network users access to the capabilities of one analog test signal generator and three digital generators all in one device.

The Signal Creator's ability to produce custom test signals, particularly Sony's Multiple Matrix Test Signal, precludes the need to reprogram existing test signal generators and simplifies the testing of an array of audio and video products.

For more information on the Magni Signal Creator, circle (311) on the Reply Card.
International News continued from page 4


The relay station is located at Orange Point on the Gulf of Honduras to the southwest of Punta Gorda, Belize. It transmits programs originating in Washington, D.C., in Spanish and English to Honduras and Guatemala. The station occupies approximately 240 acres leased from the Belize government. It is equipped with two 100 kW medium-wave transmitters, two directional antenna arrays, an on-site diesel power plant, satellite terminal equipment and control and monitoring equipment.

Plans are to determine if there is interest in acquiring the VOA facilities, including the buildings, power generating and distribution systems, radio transmitters and antennas. Although currently employed for medium-wave broadcasting, the site also has the potential for use as a short-wave or FM station.

Sale is the preferred method of disposal, but a lease or a lease-to-purchase arrangement may be considered. Any arrangement with a new tenant is subject to approval of the Belize government.

The offer to sell the VOA facilities does not include the land, nor any right or license to broadcast radio signals from that location. A separate agreement must be concluded between the Belize government and any new tenant for land lease fees, broadcasting license and frequency authorizations.

All inquiries should be addressed to the Washington offices of VOA; phone 202-619-2538.

National News

SMPTE to hold imaging conference

The Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE) will hold its annual Advanced Television and Electronic Imaging Conference at Chicago’s downtown Marriott Hotel, Feb. 3-5.

The 1-day tutorial on “Compression: Expectations and Realities,” will introduce the conference on Feb. 3. On Feb. 4 and 5, a 2-day program of technical sessions will be presented.

The reception and luncheon will be held at the Marriott on Feb. 4 at noon. The luncheon ticket will be included with the registration packet. Registrants also will receive a copy of the proceedings.

SMPTE hosts all-day tutorial

SMPTE will host an all-day tutorial called “Pixels, Pictures and Perception: The Differences and Similarities Between Computer Imagery, Film and Video” to be held at New York City’s Fashion Institute of Technology on March 5.

An international team of presenters will be led by Charles Poynton of Sun Microsystems. Advance registration is $35 for SMPTE members, $125 for non-members, $25 for student members and $60 for student non-members. For more information, contact Linda Young at 212-757-4580, extension 680; fax 212-333-7647.

HDTV Grand Alliance makes key technology decisions

The Digital HDTV Grand Alliance (GA) has announced a series of technology decisions on key building blocks that will make up the digital high-definition TV system being proposed to the FCC.

The technologies selected – for digital video compression, transport, scanning formats and audio technology – reflect the GA’s commitment to excellence and responsiveness to the needs and concerns of consumers, broadcasters, cable operators, computer interests and the telecommunications industry.

Representatives of the alliance presented the technologies to the Technical Subgroup of the FCC’s Advisory Committee on Advanced Television Service, which endorsed the technology decisions. The technology decisions incorporate modifications of the GA system that had been recommended earlier by the Technical Subgroup.

Following approval, the alliance can proceed with construction of most aspects of the prototype system.

The video compression and transport technologies selected by the GA are based on proposed international MPEG-2 standards. The scanning formats are focused on computer-friendly progressive scanning, while offering an interlaced mode.

The audio technology is a 6-channel, compact-disc-quality digital surround sound system. The broadcast and cable transmission subsystem decision is expected early this year.
Continued from page 35

many of which were shared. The path was too long for 13GHz so the choice had to be 7GHz. Late at night, we coordinated with the other stations involved and tested each channel while everyone watched for interference. A channel was selected and the data was made available to another station wanting a backhaul from the site. With a possible frequency in mind, the equipment was ordered. Several frequencies were tested with the actual fixed transmitters and channel filters. The testing, although expensive, alleviated everyone’s fears of interference to their STL. To be good neighbors, minimum transmit power was used. Category A dishes on both ends and minimum line loss helped to lower the power requirements. Waveguide was used on the transmit end.

The receiver was placed on a platform at 800 feet and required only 35 feet of waveguide. Fiber was already installed in a weatherproof housing on the tower. Baseband from the receiver was fed into the fiber, down the tower, underground 1,100 feet to the studio and demodulated in the tech center. The system worked the first time with no interference, even though three stations were within the beamwidth of an older 4-foot dish.

With an eye on expansion, a touchscreen controller made by Troll Technology was used to control the system. The touchscreen gave direct AGC readings, could store several headings, required only a phone line for control, and was software programmable. The screen is intuitive, and learning the system required only a few minutes by experienced operators. Because this is the only system being controlled, it is fast. However, if it was controlling several antennas, the time to change screens might become a factor when handling multiple locations in a short period. For those with a tower camera, the Troll System will operate the camera as it does an antenna. A more expensive color system actually displays a picture within the control screen (in color) to allow positioning of the camera or the antenna.

Conclusion

This article is not a how-to-do-it piece. Its purpose is to describe how some ideas can be used to enhance the art of ENG. We all face the possibility of adjacent-channel interference or pre-amp overload. We have all lost live shots that were perfect until the “other guys” fired up. The $2,100 filter installation has saved many shots and is well worth the money. The use of fiber optics eliminates many possible problems for long runs of signal, and it is definitely less expensive than a thousand feet of waveguide.

Antenna tracking systems

For those not familiar with antenna tracking systems, here’s a quick look at control systems for the transmit and receive antennas. NavTrack or LogicTrack (on the aircraft) operate by sensing the location of the aircraft via its own navigation systems, such as GPS or Loran C. The location information is fed to an antenna controller, where it is processed and used to point the directional transmit antenna toward the receive antenna. The receive antenna location is programmed into the antenna controller. In the case of multiple receive sites, the proper site is manually selected in the aircraft. As the aircraft flies, the transmit antenna remains fixed on the receive antenna. The system is practical for omnidirectional or 90° horn-type receive antennas.

A method of tracking the aircraft from the receive site also is needed. If the directional antenna control information from the aircraft could be sent to the receive site, the information could be reversed and used to determine where to point a high-gain directional dish. In fact, that’s how it’s done. The datastream from the aircraft to the transmit antenna is fed to a modem, which converts the digital data into audio tones. The tones are placed on a third audio subcarrier, which is fed to the receive site along with program video and audio. The data is recovered, then the reverse direction is computed and passed to the dish controllers. Human operators on the ground and in the aircraft must establish the first link via radio to enable the data recovery to begin. Once the path is established, the helicopter antenna always looks toward the receive site and constantly tells the receive site where to look. The vertical pattern of both antennas is broad enough to correct for altitude variations of the aircraft.

The RF tracking system (SuperTrack) uses a system of RF level and phase sensing to determine the direction of the incoming signal. The controller constantly tries to keep the signal peaked. The system works, although it will track a reflection as well as the main beam. It is quite a sight to see the receive tracking antenna look around in the RF sensing mode until it finds the aircraft signal, peak up, and then be switched to Logic Tracking.

For more information on ENG systems, circle (301) on the Reply Card. Also see the "RF/Radio" products section, pp. 66-70 of the 1994 BE Buyers Guide.

RUGGED CASES

For Broadcast Equipment

- 220 off-the-shelf roto-molded sizes for fast delivery.
- Expert custom cushioning engineered for your most delicate equipment.
- Call us for a free color catalog.

HARDI\-GIG CASES™

393 North Main Street, So., Deerfield, MA 01373
Tel: (413) 665-2163, Fax: (413) 665-8081
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Look who’s going to improve your image.

You’ve heard a lot about Switchcraft, a leading manufacturer of quality audio components for more than 40 years. Now, see what we can do. Because Switchcraft can supply you with video components, too.

Look to us for standard video broadcast equipment, all made with the reliability and high quality you expect from Switchcraft. When it comes to our video insulated patch panels, you’ll find our eye for detail is second to none. Each one can accommodate up to 26 jacks for a variety of requirements. Dual jacks provide a normal-through signal path without the use of looping plugs or patch cords. And, each panel comes with large designation strips for your own labeling.

Our video patch cords are available in popular lengths and colors – all built for efficient video signal transmission. Our patch cords come with rugged metal handles and optional rubber “boots” for a better grip. The “boots” offer enhanced flex relief and are available in your choice of colors – red, black, green or blue. Switchcraft is dedicated to making your studio time as productive as it can be.

So whether you’re thinking video or audio components, think Switchcraft. We’ve always done wonders with sound. Now we can improve your image, too.

For more detailed information, phone or FAX our Marketing Communications Department and ask for New Product Bulletins 426 and 427.
New Products

Wireless system
By Vega
- VegaNet: first wireless mic system with network capabilities; allows easy control and monitoring of compatible Vega wireless microphone systems from Macintosh and IBM-compatible computers; non-proprietary; hardware is fully modular; software and firmware programmable to adapt to changing requirements and evolving industry standards; features remote control and monitoring for wireless microphones; open, multiple-vendor systems; and industry standard architecture (Lone Wolf MediaLink and AES SC 10-2).
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UHF wireless receiver
By Vega
- R-662B PRO PLUS: true diversity UHF wireless receiver; includes remotely controlled frequency selection, muting and forced diversity selection via the control and monitoring interface connector; monitored functions include the currently selected diversity channel, squelch condition, RF signal levels for both diversity channels, audio overload; modulation, power condition and audio output to the XLR connector; accessories include wideband diversity multicoopers, wideband line amplifiers, a variety of antennas, rackmount kits, carrying cases and network components; features LAN interface capability.
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Analog audio mixing systems
By Euphonix
- CS2000 and CSII: digitally controlled analog audio mixing systems; SnapShot Recall makes it possible to instantly recall every console setting; offer Total Automation of all controls and switches to code; CS2000 is fully modular and may be expanded even after installation; the frame acts as a platform into which future feature options can easily be added; CSII has a strong but lightweight design; it is suitable for applications where size and portability are critical; each channel strip has many conventional controls, such as the faders pan/bal controls, aux send and input gain controls.
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Logo generator inserter
By Leitch
- LGI-1302N: inexpensive IRU device that displays and keys a logo over standard NTSC video; the logos serve to identify programming during normal broadcasts and to "tag" material to help prevent unauthorized use; features a production-quality linear keyer to ensure clean, transparent keys; image quality is ensured by the digital storage of all four fields and the associated key signal in non-volatile EPROM memory; key in and out transition rates are independently adjustable, and remote key control is provided via a simple contact closure input.
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Handbook
By Audio Precision
- Audio Measurement Handbook: 188-page book relevant to any good-quality audio test instruments; 96 figures and numerous tables help illustrate concepts from basic frequency response, distortion and noise measurements to DSP- and FFT-based techniques; no mathematics beyond simple algebra are used; includes a 22-page glossary of abbreviations, acronyms and names of standards-setting organizations used in the field; the first section of the handbook describes the measurement tools and techniques used in audio testing; the second section describes applications of those techniques to commonly tested audio devices and provides ranges of commonly expected results from those devices; the book is thoroughly indexed.
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Master clock
By ESE
- ES-180A: includes several hardware and software enhancements, which include an improved accuracy to +/-2.5ms of UTC when locked and <10ms/day drift when WWV is not present; other enhancements include the ability to query the RS-232 output as often as 20 times per second and a larger 0.56-inch front-panel LED display; can drive more than 100 digital slave displays; other standard features include live frequency scanning, automatic "2:00 a.m." DST correction, battery backup, RS-232 output, 1pps and a.m/p.m. indication.
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Encoder/decoder board
By Broadcast Video Systems
- VBI-232: plugs directly into a Grass Valley Group or Leitch Video DA frame; inserts RS-232 data directly from a PC into a user-selectable line in the VBI of a looped-through video signal; the matching decoder board extracts data at the destination; an optional relay board is available that occupies an adjacent slot in the DA frame and provides eight contact closures; up to eight relays can be driven from one decoder; optional 8-button control system available.
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NTSC/PAL vectorscope
By Leader Instruments
- Model 5212: features 3-channel operation with overlay display of all three channels plus burst of the external reference, if used; Y/C monitoring is possible; phase may be set automatically; on-screen readouts include phase of designated vectors and differential gain and phase results; a simplified procedure for DG and DP measurements results in readout to two decimal places.
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Switch
By Commercial Video
- ADF Switch: designed for unattended operation in facilities that have a bulletin board or TD slide and use videotape sources for programming; can tell the difference between noise and video, and between solid video and the partial video that comes from a clogged head; recognizes an excessive length of time in black and defaults when that time has passed; if power to the switch is interrupted, the default input is selected; contained in a 5"x6"x3" metal enclosure; comes with a plug-in power supply; has two audio/video inputs and one audio/video output.
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Have you ever thought about professional digital audio editing? Too slow? Too expensive? Difficult to understand? SADIE™ Disk Editors have changed all that. For a start SADIE™ runs on a PC, so you get much more computer for far less money. It has a fully functional Windows 3° user interface, non-destructive sample accurate editing, real time cross fades and up to 8 track playback with real time digital mixing, bounce down, overdub, EQ and dynamics control. And real time saving.

SADIE™ Disk Editors have sold worldwide into broadcast, post-production, studios and mastering organisations, so its already been well and truly put to the test out in the field. SADIE™ Version 2 incorporates many of our customers suggestions. Talk to them about our commitment and service, if you don't know a SADIE™ user in your area, we can easily put you in touch.

If it sounds unreal - why not pause for a couple of minutes today and phone or fax for some more information.

Windows 3.1° on 486 host computer
Real time reads editing
Clear user interface
Local SCSI drive fast audio access
All crossoves calculated in real-time
Fully non-destructive, sample accurate editing
Up to 8 track playback with real-time mixing
Unique Trim Window allowing real-time adjustment of audio
 Jog and shuttle scrub modes
AES/EBU, SPDIF and analog I/O
All standard sample rates
Full SMPTE timecode support with chase and trigger lock
16, 20 and 24 bit digital audio editing
Bounce down
Overdub
Reverse playback
Real-time dynamics control
Real-time EQ
Real-time digital resampling
Real-time duration change
Real-time noise reduction

BRITISH INNOVATION
MANUFACTURERS IN THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY BY STUDIO AUDIO & VIDEO LTD
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SADIE™ DISTRIBUTORS WORLDWIDE
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New Products

Scan converter
By D&A Dynamics

- **Translator-LC**, Model TR-1200: broadcast-quality, real-time digital scan converter with outputs simultaneously present in composite, Y/C (SVHS and Hi8) and RGB; stand-alone unit requires no software drivers or boards in the computer; automatically senses the presence of EGA, VGA, SVGA or Macintosh inputs and displays the current mode via front-panel LEDs; supports up to 800x600 resolution; supports 24-bit color boards.

Digital audio mixer
By Sony
- **DMX-E2000**: cost-effective, one-piece digital audio mixer for video post-production applications; equipped with serial and parallel remote-control interface connectors, it supports Digital Betacam products; features 10 stereo inputs, two mix buses and 2-channel preview/monitoring; conforms to AES/EBU digital format; 16-channel inputs can be connected with up to four Digital Betacam players or other digital audio sources; additional 4-channel auxiliary inputs allow connection with other digital audio equipment; eight AES/EBU output connectors provide four sets of PGM buffered outputs, enabling the DMX-E2000 to supply program outputs to as many as four digital VTRs.

Waveform/vector rasterizer
By Tektronix
- **WVR500**: combination monitor displays signals on a separate picture monitor; rasterizing instrument with display quality rivaling that of a CRT; measures 1/2-rack wide by 1-rack unit high; performs composite NTSC or PAL signal monitoring functions of a standard 2-input waveform/vector monitor; users can select a color indicator to serve as a visual alarm of any signal exceeding the 100IRE/700mV level; users also can choose a line select function to examine vertical interval test signals.

S-VHS editing system
By Panasonic Broadcast & Television Systems Company
- **"S" series**: editing system comprised of the AG-7750H hi-fi editing VCR and the AG-7650H source player; users features built-in 3-D-type TBCs; also features an RS-422A 9-pin serial interface to high-end professional edit system controllers, professionally balanced XLR connectors and an optional plug-in tempo-code generator/reader for LTC/VITC recording and playback.

Analyzers
By Tektronix
- **Advantest R3762AH/R3763B**: vector network analyzers; combine performance from 300kHz to 3.6GHz; make measurements at up to 0.5ms per point; these measurement capabilities are combined with a responsible user interface; feature 10 markers per channel; relative distance between an active marker and any other marker can be displayed by pressing a single button; both instruments have the ability to automatically calculate and display values, such as center frequency, bandwidth at -XdB down, Q and shape factor; designed to function independently without the need for an instrument controller; include 52 32-bit macro commands that can be listed in various sequences to form specific measurement routines; contain an internal 3/4-inch disk drive, which stores up to 750bytes.

Transport system
By American Lightwave Systems
- **DV6010**: medium-capacity digital fiber transmission system for high-quality video transport applications, such as broadcast television; can transmit eight video channels in either one or two directions simultaneously; uses 10-bit uncompressed video technology; transmits all of the digital video and audio information in uncompressed format; available optionally in a fully redundant version, including hot standby switching capability; requires only 19 inches of vertical rack space; supports all of the video options of the DV6000 16-channel system, including 5-bit video encoding, IF carrier encoding and BTSC audio encoding.

HD videocassette recorder
By BTS
- **DCR 6000**: first digital HD cassette recorder to comply to SMPTE D-6 format; use of transparent HD recording ensures top-quality complete images, eliminating risk of information loss; comprises two portable units, both of which are 40cm in height; transparent image data-recording format provides up to 64 minutes playing time on a single cassette; available in two HD production standards: 1250/50/2:1 (EL/95) and 1125/60/2:1 (SMPTE240M, 280M).

HD videocassette recorder
By Elantec
- **EL2210/EL2211 and EL2410/EL2411**: EL2210 and EL2211 are dual video op-amps;
HOW CAN CUSTOMIZED DISK STORAGE SOLUTIONS BE COST-EFFECTIVE FOR RORKE DATA?
Simple, it makes our customers cost-effective. Understanding our customers' needs enables us to develop precise, focused solutions.

HARD DRIVES
- SEAGATE'S 3 1/2" Barracuda 7200 RPM, up to 2.5 GB/Drive
- SEAGATE'S 5 1/4" Elite 5400 RPM, up to 3.5 GB/Drive
- Coming Soon: 9 GB/Drive

OPTICAL AND TAPE
- Direct relationships with today's technological leaders: SONY, HEWLETT PACKARD, MAXOPTIX
- Rorke Data Brand ISO Standard 650 MB & 1.2 GB Optical Disks
- SONY, MAXELL, & EXABYTE tape cartridges

CUSTOMIZED INTEGRATION
- Desktop, tower or rackmount, we will tailor a disk subsystem to fit your needs with any combination of disk, tape, or optical
- Removable large capacity hard drives are Rorke Data's forte—transport up to 3.5/GB between workstations, also excellent for postponed back-up and data security

INTRODUCING 650 AND 1.3GB ISO MEDIA

1-800-328-8147
612-829-0300  FAX 612-829-0988
RORKE DATA, INC., 9700 WEST 76TH ST., EDEN PRAIRIE, MN  55344

Seagate, the Seagate logo and Wren are registered trademarks and Elite, Sabre, and Barracuda are trademarks of Seagate Technology, Inc.
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EL2410 and EL2411 are quad versions; EL2210 and EL2410 operate at +/-5V supplies at a gain of +1 with 50MHz bandwidth; EL2211 and EL2411 operate at +/-5V at gain of +2 with 100MHz bandwidth; EL2210 and EL2410 drive a 150Ω load to +2V and -1V with 100MHz bandwidth; slew rate is 130V/microsecond; differential gain is specified as 0.07% and differential phase is specified as 0.15° for the EL2211 and EL2411.
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Degauesser
By Garner Industries
• Model CF750 Type II/Type II-A: satisfies the Department of Defense specification for purging classified information from S-VHS cassettes; can erase 90000 media to -90dB in 22 seconds; operates from a 120VAC outlet; can be mounted in a standard 19-inch rack or is available with an optional table-top cabinet; will also erase a variety of other cassette and cartridges, such as VHS, 3480s, DC 600s and 8mm.
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Digital compositing device
By Ultimate
• Ultimate 7: conforms to CCIR Rec. 601 standards; inputs and outputs are serial D-1 with auto selectable 525/625 line standards; can operate in 8 or 10 bits; internal processing is accomplished in 4:4:4; other features include gray balance, improved matted color controls and cleanup threshold; manual peak detection is available so that peaks can be generated based on critical areas of the picture; includes SMPTE RS-422 editor interface.
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Digital recording/editing system
By Solid State Logic
• ScreenSound V5: features a last-er processor, high-resolution screen graphics, an extended range of editing options, extended audio Auto-conform options and new audio re-conform capability; offers a random access video option that provides dual standard 525- or 625-line operation.
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Satellite resource management system
By Alamar
• SPS-100: automates satellite downlink broadcast operations; maintains a database for satellite resources, VTRs, switchers and scheduling; antenna database tracks up to 256 different antenna positions and the receiver database tracks an equal number of receivers of all manufacturers; the satellite database provides access for up to 256 different satellites; the feed database defines the specific parameters used to receive each satellite feed, including the satellite name, transponder number and audio subcarriers; the machine database tracks up to 64 VTRs and laser recorders of all formats and the switcher database tracks multiple destination buses on strip and routing switchers; the satellite schedule database is used to determine when, how often and with what resources a satellite feed is to be received.
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Cband Flyaway
By Advent
• Mantis: portable system is compact and light enough to comply with IATA baggage regulations; incorporates the same features as the Ku-band Mantis; features a 1.9m segmented antenna, plus eight identical and interchangeable high-strength aluminum segments; wasp-waisted mount provides structural rigidity; the mount can be deployed and leveled on a variety of terrains, and its large base area allows the system to be operated in high winds without the need for ballast and guy ropes.
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Patchbay
By Connectronics Corporation

• J9B600: 96-bit Bantam/TT patchbay; 1 RU high; series of DIP switches on the rear give the option of any vertical pair of connectors being set to a full normalized, half normalized or straight-through configuration; available in two types: the "H" version, which is designed for hardwiring, and the "D" version, which is terminated by means of cable assemblies using a 37 pin D subminiature connector.
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Software
By Horizons Technology
• Power!Video: compression playback software; allows playback of full-motion
**New Products**

Video compressed using the TrueMotion algorithm under Microsoft Windows 3.1.  
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**Time domain reflectometer**  
*By Riser-Bond Instruments*  
- **Model 1205**: low-cost, compact, multi-purpose cable fault locator for field testing metallic paired cables; features RS-232 serial output port for computer interface that allows stored waveforms to be downloaded to a PC for post-storage evaluation and analysis; automatic and manual dual cursor operation allows measurement between any two points on the waveform; automatically calculates and displays return loss measurements and distance to the fault.  
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**Optional module**  
*By Getris*  
- **16/9 module**: available on Venice and Eclipse; allows user to create video images on the Paint system in the 16:9 aspect ratio on a traditional 625/50/2 signal, preserving all the features of the Paint module.  
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**ENG package**  
*By Nucomm*  
- **PT3**: portable ENG microwave package; features 2GHz, 2W transmitter; 12W mast-mounted amplifier; rack-mounted power supply/controller and silhouette antenna; available with 4W or 12W of output power; optional internal signal generator can be installed with SMPTE color bars and ID; power supply/controller features a digital output power meter, antenna polarization switch and power output control.  
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**Digital input/output module**  
*By Orban*  
- **Digital input/output module**: for the DSE 7000 digital sound editor; provides universal sample rate conversion for AES/EBU and SPDIF digital formats and digital effects sends as well as synchronization to video and word clock signals.  
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The Industry Standards have **Changed**.

Now they’re also available in **BLACK**.

A lot of microphones have come and gone, but the Electro-Voice 635A and RE50 have remained a constant. Until now.

Don’t panic! The 635A and RE50 are still designed specifically to meet the challenging, “real-world” rigors of broadcasting on location. The only change is that both are now available in black, as well as their original fawn-beige color. Everything else is exactly the same.

Debuting more than two decades ago, field and ENG crews quickly adopted the 635A and RE50 as industry standards, instantly recognizing their trendsetting shape and design, unmatched reliability and clean sound. And they continue to set the industry standard like no other microphones!

When there is only one chance to get it right, the 635A and RE50 remain the choice — in black or beige — no matter the conditions.

Elecno -Voice, Inc, a MARK IV company, 600 Cecil St., Buchanan, MI 49107  
616-695-6831  800-234-6831  In Canada: 613-382-2141
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BUSINESS SCENE

Sony, Montvale, NJ, has installed a DVS-6000 digital composite switcher at North ByNorthwest's post-production facility in Boise, ID.

In addition, WABC-TV, New York, has replaced its tube-based studio cameras with five 3-CCD cameras.

Panasonic Broadcast & Television Systems Company, Secaucus, NJ, has sold 19 Enhanced Series MII VTRs to the University of Houston.

Pioneer New Media Technologies' (Upper Saddle River, NJ) system integrator, Media Touch Systems, Salem, NH, has delivered 34 additional Pioneer CAC-V3200 300-disc CD autochangers to Digital Cable Radio, Horsham, PA, for a total of 69 units.

Solid State Logic, Oxford, England, has installed an SSL Scenara digital audio/video production system at Tonstudios Z, Zurich, Switzerland. Pro Ton Studio, also headquartered in Zurich, Switzerland, has purchased an SSL Scenara as well.

The Japanese National Broadcaster NHK, Tokyo, has ordered three SSL Scenara digital audio/video production systems for installation in its local studios.

Louth Automation, Menlo Park, CA, has delivered an ADC-100 to KHLN-TV studios in Honolulu.

Alpha Image, a member of Dynatech Video Group, Madison, WI, has sold an Alpha 500 component digital production switcher to ABC, Los Angeles.

Also, KULR-TV, Billings, MT, has installed a Digistore system, the digital tapeless playback system from DSG, a member of Dynatech Video Group. Prime Network, Tamworth, Australia, has purchased a Digistore system as well.

Dynatech Newstar has installed its Newstar II newsroom automation system at Asia Business News, Singapore.


In addition, WCSH-TV, Portland, ME, WLBZ-TV, Bangor, ME, and KNME-TV, Albuquerque, NM, have purchased Strassner editing systems.

Quintel, Darien, CT, has sold a Hal digital compositing system to Pittard Sullivan Fitzgerald, Los Angeles.

Ampex, Redwood City, CA, has installed a DCT 700d tape drive at VDI Inc., Hollywood.

Vistek, Palo Alto, CA, has received an order for 100.4022 Varicomb decoders from Synelec USA, Scotts Valley, CA.

AVS, Northvale, NJ, has delivered a PRIME Motion Compensation standards converter to International Image Services, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

Accom, Menlo Park, CA, has shipped an Axial 2020 visual on-line editing system to Editel, Los Angeles.

Denon America, Parsippany, NJ, has announced plans to extend the benefits of RDS data transmission to consumers in major metro radio markets.

Under the plan, Denon will cooperate with up to 40 FM broadcasters in providing RDS encoders in exchange for airing Denon advertising. The program's initial phase will include broadcasters in San Diego, Los Angeles, San Francisco and New York. More cities are being considered for the second phase of the program. The RDS encoders to be distributed under the program are made by RE Instruments, Cleveland.

DG5 Pro Audio has been formed by Gotham Cable of Switzerland and Deltron Connectors of England. DG5, headquartered in Arlington, TX, will provide audio connectors, cables, stage boxes and assemblies for recording and broadcast professionals in the United States. The address is PO Box 170426, Arlington, TX 76003; phone 800-292-2834.

Dielectric Communications, Raymond, ME, has expanded its Raymond facility and consolidated all broadcast product manufacturing there. Manufacturing activities at the company's Gibbbsboro, NJ, antenna facility will be relocated, but the company will continue to operate its test range there.

SOFIMAGE, Montreal, has launched an International Value Added Dealer Network with several North American dealers already on the roster. The new dealers will team up with SOFIMAGE direct salesforce to facilitate effective worldwide distribution of the company's entire product line.

Getris Images, Cedex, France, has relocated its Los Angeles sales and demonstration facility. The address is 1680 N. Vine St., Suite 600, Hollywood, CA 90028; phone 213-954-3925; fax 213-463-7259.

Centrex Communications Corporation, Ramsey, NJ, has appointed representatives in Europe. The European team will be headed by John Tucker and will operate from the offices of John Drew Tucker Associates, London. To contact Centrex in the United Kingdom, call 44-737-556-809 or fax to 44-737-556-662.

Sony Electronic Business and Professional Products Group, Park Ridge, NJ, successfully completed a 5-month integration project to design, purchase, assemble and test production systems for renovation of the Ed Sullivan Theater.

The completed systems incorporated more than 2,500 individual products from more than 100 different suppliers, including more than $1 million in Sony products.

The project involved designing, engineering and building a facility comprised of an equipment center, and centers for live production audio, videotape operations, character generation/still-store, music mix, sound effects, audience and stage video monitoring, as well as editing suites for pre- and post-production.

The equipment included Sony BVM and PVM series monitors, BWV-75 and BWV-D255 Betacam SP VTRs, a BVX-100 digital decoder, BVX-D10 digital color correctors, a 24-track PCM-3324 DASH-format digital audio recorder and several 27-inch Sony Trinitron monitors.

Sundance Resources, Inc. (SRI), Dallas, has acquired a controlling interest in Lighthouse Digital Systems, Grass Valley, CA. Lighthouse (formerly Integrated Switching Systems) develops high-speed switching and routing systems designed to work with digital video equipment in video applications. Lighthouse will introduce the Pathfinder and SRX product lines this month.

Also, Lighthouse signed a licensing and technical assistance agreement with Hitachi Denshi of Japan. The company will provide Hitachi with designs for four products over the next three years. During this period, Hitachi will have exclusive marketing rights for these products in the Asian marketplace.

Game Creek Video Ltd., West Newton, MA, has acquired 100% of the assets of the mobile production division of Sure Shot Teleproductions and Transmissions Inc. The purchase included two 48-foot mobile production trailers and the business operations related to the trailers.

Sure Shot Transmissions and Mobile Uplink Inc. are not part of the transaction and will continue to operate as is.
Advanced Television: Bit by Bit Into the Future

A Critical New Industry Conference
Sponsored by

September 26-28, 1994
Crystal Sands Resort
Hilton Head, SC

An Industry First.
On September 26-28, the broadcast industry's top players will gather at beautiful Hilton Head to set the agenda for the high definition and digital future. Join us for what is sure to be big news—the first national forum to thoroughly air the views of everyone with a stake in HDTV, digital transmission, and our industry's place on the information highway.

Your Future is at Stake.
It's now absolutely critical to understand precisely how and when to incorporate advanced television and HDTV into your operation. Everyone who is responsible for planning, designing, engineering, budgeting and managing advanced television—or marketing its technologies and services—will benefit from this major event.

You'll learn how the industry's leaders are tackling the digital challenge. You'll discover new ways to build today for tomorrow's implementation. You'll learn how regulatory matters will impact your future, and that of our industry. And you'll find out how it is possible to survive in the new world of multimedia, DBS, cable and telco competition.

Plan now to attend. Mark it on your calendar. And fax us right away at 913/922-1408 to be included in all information mailings for this event.

Fax this page to 312/922-1408
Attn: Chris Lotesto
Or call Chris at 1-800-458-0479

I'm interested in this important event, "Advanced Television: Bit by Bit Into the Future." Please make sure I'm included in all the mailings.

Name
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Company
Division/Department
Address
City, State, Zip, Country

Phone  Fax

Organized by:

Broadcast Engineering/Intertec Publishing,
9800 Metcalf, Overland Park, KS 66212
**Ensemble Designs**, Grass Valley, CA, has delivered its Composite Digital Keyer to HMA Video. The unit works in conjunction with the facility’s Grass Valley 200 switches and allows animation, graphics or DVE passes to be built up with first-generation quality in successive pre-read passes on a D-2 edit master.

**Pacific Data Images** (PDI) has purchased eight SOFTIMAGE Creative Environment Systems with extended access to the company’s new Digital Studio product. The transaction also includes a strategic agreement whereby SOFTIMAGE will work closely with PDI and provide access to development engineers to incorporate feedback into future research and development efforts.

**Ultimatte’s** (Chatsworth, CA) Memory Head and Memory Head Utilities are being used on a new pilot series called **Viper**.

**PEOPLE**

Carl J. Yankowski has been named president and chief operating officer of Sony Electronics, Park Ridge, NJ.

Keith L. Andoos has joined A.F. Associates, Northvale, NJ, as manager of sales technical support.

Richard Farquhar has been appointed vice president of ProVideo Systems, Parsippany, OH.

Joe Mack and Mark Olingy have been appointed to positions with Harris Allied, Quincy, IL, Mack is manager of systems sales and Olingy is studio systems sales engineer.

Ron Chubb has been named Western regional sales manager for Pinnacle Systems, Sunnyvale, CA.

Frank Massam has been appointed president of Siemens Audio, Bethel, CT.

Dan Rutman has joined Ashling Broadcast Group, WPGX-TV, Panama City, FL, as director of engineering.

Ken Barratt has retired as chairman of Sony Broadcast International, Basingstoke, England.

Thor Culverhouse and Bill Denne have been appointed as sales managers for TV products for Tektronix, Beaverton, OR.

Andy Sheldon has been named vice president-marketing at Pinnacle Systems, Sunnyvale, CA.

David Hughes is European manager for Ultimatte Corporation. He also is president of Video Graphics B.V., The Netherlands, which has been appointed as the exclusive representative company in Europe for Ultimatte.

Paul R. Basson and Paul B. Madden have been appointed to positions with Avigid Technology, Tewksbury, MA. Basson is vice president, worldwide field operations. Madden is vice president, engineering.

Janine Masten and Chris Alfiero have been named to positions with Avigid Technology, Buchanan, MI. Masten is director of sales and marketing for professional sound reinforcement. Alfiero is market development manager for professional sound products.

Sherri Swingle has been appointed marketing administrator for Symetrix, Inc., Seattle.

Dr. Charles Huang, executive vice president, market research and business development for Anadigics has been elected as a Fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE). Huang was honored for his engineering contribution and technical leadership in the development of high-volume GaAs MMICs for commercial applications.

Paul Dempsey, Jim Slade, Lawrence Hackney, Lynn Regina and Don McMahon have been appointed to positions with Pioneer New Media Technologies new Cable and Broadcast Systems Group. Dempsey is vice president; Slade has been promoted to director, national sales; Hackney is Northeast regional sales manager; Regina has been promoted to assistant marketing manager and McMahon is marketing coordinator.

Debra Huttenburg and Barry J. Cohen have been appointed to positions with Andrew, Orland Park, IL. Huttenburg has been promoted to broadcast systems business unit manager. Cohen has expanded responsibilities as broadcast antenna products business unit manager, which include design, manufacture and marketing strategy of the product line worldwide.

David E. Kress has been appointed vice president of marketing for Maxtec International Corporation, Chicago.

Michael C. Engle has been appointed vice president of marketing for Microwave Networks, Inc. (MNI), Houston.

Miahele Vieira has been promoted to operations manager for Xymos Systems, Granada Hills, CA.

Harlan R. May has been named president of Zenith Electronics Corporation’s Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) Division, based in Melrose Park, IL.

Peter Sealey has been appointed president and chief operating officer of Interactive Network, Mountain View, CA.

Jeff Kelm has been named director of engineering for Vega, El Monte, CA.

Jim Bauer has joined Antec, Rolling Meadows, IL, as vice president, marketing, telecom.

Jim Christensen and John Markey have been appointed to positions with TV/COM International, San Diego. Christensen is director of program management. Markey is director of control systems engineering.

David Molinaro has been appointed Eastern regional sales manager for Wegener Communications, Duluth, GA.

Colin Brown has been appointed the managing director of Kodak’s London-based digital imaging facility, Cinesite (Europe) Ltd.

Michael J. Martin has been named to the position of account manager, broadcast and Satcom for Comlink Systems Inc.

Richard E. Elliott, Jr., Martin de la Rosa and Steven W. Richards have been appointed positions with LeBLANC Communications Inc., Dallas. Elliott is sales manager, Dallas; de la Rosa is director of engineering; and Richards is quality assurance manager.

Mary Ann Fialkowski has been promoted to vice president of marketing and business development at Rank Video Services America, Los Angeles.

Dixon Representation, Inc. has been appointed sales representative for Prime Image’s converter product lines.
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East Coast Video Systems
Consultants
PORTABLE, COMPACT AC/DC SCA RECEIVER with excellent crosstalk rejection. Fixed, tuned to only your frequency.—$50.00. Performance guaranteed. 800-944-6303/417-881-8401.

Ready to go. Call Renee Hambleton TODAY! at (913) 967-1732 or fax (913) 967-1735

Classified

MAKE YOUR PC SPEAK FLUENT SMPTE

TCR-100

- Generate SMPTE time code locked to PC's clock
- Lock PC clock to an external SMPTE code
- Interrupt PC at TV frame or other rates
- Access all SMPTE time code information
- Synchronize multiple PCs and file servers

Get more from your PC with the TCR-100!

FOR SALE

TTC-100 For Sale - c/w parts and 1800 used cards. In good condition. Asking $4,000. Please call Rob at 204-273-3303. (1-94-1x)


Machine Control Patching System
RS-422 NORMALLIZED PATCHING
919-435-6179
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MAKE YOUR PC SPEAK FLUENT SMPTE

TCR-100

- Generate SMPTE time code locked to PC's clock
- Lock PC clock to an external SMPTE code
- Interrupt PC at TV frame or other rates
- Access all SMPTE time code information
- Synchronize multiple PCs and file servers

Get more from your PC with the TCR-100!

For more information or to order, TEL: (309) 837-2244 - FAX: (309) 837-5775

Clark & Associates
318 E. Calhoun
Macomb, IL 61455
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BUY • CONSIGN • SELL & SERVICE •

Your Full Service Dealer of New & Used Broadcast & Industrial, Video & Audio Equipment

Harry with Encore and Paintbox* priced to sell D1 or D2: DVR-1000, DVR-28... call now Beta SP: 75 or 65 or 50... In the box: 3/4" SP BUV-950 with TBC & TIME CODE. S-VHS JVC BR-6522U Editor in the box. S-VHS JVC BR-6525U Player TBC & Slow-Mo 3 Chips camera BVP-5 or 7... ready to go, DVE: ADO-1000, 2000 or 3000 in demo room, Toaster: Few configured differently And "Much Much More" 20 percent off Service until January 31, 1994

B.C.S. • BROADCAST STORE, INC.
NY 212-268-8800 LA 818-551-5858 UK 081-810-9055
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STUDIOFOAM
SOUND ABSORBENT WEDGES
TESTS UP TO 40% BETTER THAN SONEX
ggests less. better colors. better cut

SONOMATT
WENUS
12" x 2 x 4" NRC 1.30 Flat 10K-12KHz
Then They Really Kick In 12K Hz NRC= 1.30! Carbon Black+2 For Just $91.00
USAFoam • Box 20834 Indianapolis IN 46220 (317) 251-2092
1-800-95-WEDGE
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Replace incandescent indicator lamps with high reliability LED equivalents.

RIGHT BULB. RIGHT PRICE. RIGHT DELIVERY.

LAMP TECHNOLOGY, INC.
1475 Sagamore Ave
Fortuna, NY 11776
516-587-1000
Fax: 516-587-1000
1-800-KEEP LIT
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"Intelligent" Automatic Default Video Switch

2 Inputs; 1 Output. Audio follows Video.

Active video sensor detects the absence of video. Rejects unacceptable video playback from clogged heads or damaged tape.

$145.00 (plus $5.00 S&H)

COMMERCIAL VIDEO

(603) 742-4891 Fax (603) 743-0890

Sony Interface for your VPR-2 or AU-300

- Convert Sony video to parallel control.
- Complete editing capability.
- RS-422 interface for editors and automation.
- Converts VTR's and VCR's.

Phantom II VTR Emulator

Call 1-800-331-9066 for information.

CONVERT YOUR CONSUMER GEAR TO PRO

for consumer type tape. VTR, VHS, 3/4" C, 1" C. Powered, integral size (4 1/2 x 4 1/2) can be rack mounted (with PO-43).

PO-55 - 10 TO 14 BOX $210.00

PREPAID ORDERS RECEIVE A 20% DISCOUNT AND FREE SECOND DAY FREIGHT. (THIS OFFER AVAILABLE ONLY IN CONTINENTAL U.S.)

USA AND CANADA ORDERS: (603) 454-4357
FAX ORDERS: 603-454-4378
SECURITY, INC., 3100 WARD, 12th FL.
HENDERSON, NEVADA 89015 USA
TECHNICAL HELP: (703) 745-1300
CALL OR WRITE FOR YOUR FREE SEPA SHEET CATALOG!
HELP WANTED

TV MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN. Requires self-starter having experience in maintaining cameras, VTR's, VHF transmitter and satellite equipment. FCC license preferred. Send resume to: Marty Pestka, Maintenance Supervisor, WTNH, 8 Elm St., New Haven, CT 06510. EOE. 1-94-1x

NEW YORK TIMES OWNED WFTS/CBS AFFILIATE. Seeking studio engineer. Primary experience with Sony Beta and Betacast desired. Sony Technical School training a plus. Familiar with Grass Valley 100, 300, Abekas A53D, Harris Iris, Chyron 4200 and Scribe. Great benefits package and great city. Resume to: Chief Engineer, WFTS-TV, PO Box 19, Huntsville, AL 35801. EOE. 1-94-2x

AV/VIDEO EQUIPMENT SUPERVISOR. Major International Investment Banking firm located in NY seeks an organized, detail-oriented individual to assume responsibility for Corporate Video and Audio Visual maintenance and facilities. Successful candidate will possess electronics background and superior troubleshooting skills. Ability to adjust and repair cameras, 1/2" and 3/4" recorders, audio and video duplication equipment, video/data/graphic printers, AV equipment and integrated systems. Intermediate level component electronic repair skills necessary. Familiarity with computer based devices and above average computer literacy required. A minimum of 5 years experience in a supervisory position in TV/AV with a contractor broadcast/cable entity, or broad exposure in all facets of RTV and Videoconferencing is required. FCC/BE/CTC licenses or certifications a plus. Must have college degree, excellent written & verbal skills and exp to corporate culture. We offer a comprehensive benefits package including major medical, dental & profit sharing. Applicants should send resume along with salary requirements to: Broadcasting Engineering, Dept. 725, 9800 Metcalf, Overland Park, KS 66212-2215. 1-94-1x

TOP RATED STATIONS in #14 Market need top rated Chief Engineer. Advanced technical and personal skills, very "hands-on", years of AM/FM transmitter, studio & remote experience, concern for preventive maintenance and attention to detail a must. Competitive salary/benefits. Rush letter and resume to: WBAB/WGBB, 555 W. 42nd St., New York, NY 10018. Fax 504-892-7323

SUPERVISORY ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, GS-0850-12: The United States Air Force Academy's (USAFA) Directorate of Educational Visuals is looking for an individual with basic and advanced knowledge of electrical and electronic theories and principles (minimum of a BA in Electrical Engineering). Needed are comprehensive knowledge of television station engineering to operate and maintain television, radio equipment, and thorough knowledge of satellite downlink and uplink operations for distance learning and video teleconferencing. This position recommends and plans for communications technology within USAFA and serves as communications technology consultant, responsible for planning and managing all technological aspects of television broadcasting, satellite operations, cable television, interactive video, (to include videodisc and CD-ROM) multimedia, audio and computer technologies. Also required are well-developed leadership and management skills. This individual must have one year specialized experience equivalent to the GS-11 level. Candidates will be rated on the extent and quality of their experience and training based on their written statements contained in the SF-171, Application for Federal Employment. Salary: $44,327 per annum. How to apply: Cover letter must address qualifications as a professional engineer and experience in television station engineering, studio equipment, multimedia development and satellite downlink and uplink operations. Send resume to: HQ/DPSC, 3034 Edgerton Dr., Ste. 240, USAFA Academy, CO 80840. Who can apply: Any citizen of the United States. Closing Date: 11 February 1994. THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER. 1-94-1x

TOO MANY ENGINEERING OPENINGS!! We have too many openings in the engineering departments of broadcasting stations & networks to limit subscriptions to them. Openings from coast to coast from entry level to seasoned chiefs needed in all aspects of broadcasting. 15 to 20 openings listed each week, all within a 4 week window. $20 for 4 weeks, $35 for 8. Call toll-free for info.

BROADCAST EMPLOYMENT WEEKLY 1-800-922-7065
1040 Overland Rd., Ste. 320, Boise, ID 83709

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING NOW AVAILABLE AS CLASSIFIED DISPLAY OR BY-THE-WORD.

Classified Display: $119 per column inch, per insertion, with frequency discounts available. 1 inch minimum, 10 inches maximum per ad. Blind ads $40 additional. Reader Service number $50 additional. Spot color available for $95 (color determined by publisher).

By-The-Word: $1.75 per word, per insertion. Initials and abbreviations count as full words. Blind ads $40 additional. Minimum charge $40 per insertion. No agency discounts allowed for classified ads.

Contact Renee Hamilton, at (913)967-1732, for information on frequency and pre-payment discounts. Toplace your classified ad send your order and materials to Broadcast Engineering, Classified Ad Mgr., P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, KS 66212-2215.

Classified

LEITCH

Leitch Incorporated in Chesapeake, Virginia, has an opening for an Analog Design Engineer.

The successful candidate must have at least five years of experience in the area of wideband signal distribution and switching. The candidate must be a team player, and be able to interface with Marketing and Sales in determining proper specifications for products. The successful candidate will also be familiar with product manufacturing and test requirements.

If you have these skills and want to become part of a growing team, send your resume to:

John Walter
Leitch Incorporated
920 Corporate Lane
Chesapeake, VA 23320-3641
Fax: (804) 548-4088

Leitch is an Equal Opportunity Employer

TRAINED

FCC GENERAL CLASS LICENSE. Cassette recorded lessons for home study with seminars in Washington, Newark, Los Angeles. Bob Johnson Telecommunications. Phone (310) 379-4467

SERVICES

Freeland Products, Inc.
Serving the world with quality rebuilt tubes since 1940.

CALL TODAY FOR A FREE INFORMATION PACKET
75412 Highway 25 • Covington, LA 70433
800-624-7262 • 504-935-1243
Fax: 504-935-1232
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## Ad Index

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advertiser</th>
<th>Page Number</th>
<th>Reader Service Number</th>
<th>Advertiser Hotline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abekas Video Systems</td>
<td>33,35</td>
<td>19,20</td>
<td>415-369-5111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accetera</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>412-344-1520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthro Co.</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>503-241-7113</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Broadcast Store, Inc.</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>818-851-5858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belar Electronics Laboratory</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>215-687-5550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcast Video Systems Ltd.</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>416-764-1584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTS Broadcast TV Systems</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>800-962-BITS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCS Consultants</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>909-948-3800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CENTENIAL VIDEO SYSTEMS</td>
<td>16A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheetah Systems, Inc.</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>800-829-2287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cipher Digital, Inc.</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>301-695-0200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark Wire &amp; Cable</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>25,26</td>
<td>800-CABLE-IT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear-Com Intercom Systems</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>510-527-6666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynatech Spectrum</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>408-956-9570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electro-Voice</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>616-695-6831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESE</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>310-322-2136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France Telecom, Div. Mobiles</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fujinon, Inc.</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>201-633-5600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garner Industries</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gentner Communications</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>801-975-7200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grass Valley Group</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>800-343-1300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardigg Industries</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>800-JHARDIGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hewlett Packard VID</td>
<td>40,41,43</td>
<td>23,24,27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHH Communications Limited</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitachi Denshi America</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>516-921-7200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ikegami Electronics Inc.</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>201-368-9171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illbruck</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>800-662-0032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercom Group 2 Seminars</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jem-Fab Corp.</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>516-867-8510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC Professional Products, Co.</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>800-JVC-5825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamp Technology</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>516-567-1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lectrosonics</td>
<td></td>
<td>73</td>
<td>800-821-1121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leitch Incorporated</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>800-231-9673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighthouse Digital Systems</td>
<td></td>
<td>47</td>
<td>916-272-8240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logitek</td>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>713-782-4592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrox Electronic Systems</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>800-361-4903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxell Corp. of America</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>800-533-2836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microwave Radio Corp.</td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>508-250-1110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest Audio/Video Exchange</td>
<td></td>
<td>90</td>
<td>708-251-0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opamp Labs, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td>75</td>
<td>213-934-3566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orban, Div. of AKG Acoustics</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>510-351-3500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otari Corp.</td>
<td></td>
<td>63</td>
<td>415-341-5900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panasonic Broadcast &amp; TV</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>800-524-0864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peirce-Pheips</td>
<td></td>
<td>16B</td>
<td>215-879-7220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pioneer New Media Tech</td>
<td></td>
<td>29,31</td>
<td>800-LASER-ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyphaser Corp.</td>
<td></td>
<td>55</td>
<td>800-325-7170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro-Bel, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>404-396-1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QSI Systems, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td>84</td>
<td>603-893-7707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rorke Data Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td>83</td>
<td>800-328-8147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sachtler Ag</td>
<td></td>
<td>36-37</td>
<td>516-867-4900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sachtler Corp. of America</td>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>516-867-4900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony Business &amp; Professional Products Group</td>
<td></td>
<td>23-25</td>
<td>800-635-SONY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony Pro Video Tape</td>
<td></td>
<td>50-51</td>
<td>800-635-SONY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studio Audio &amp; Video Limited</td>
<td></td>
<td>81</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switchcraft Inc./Div. Raytheon</td>
<td></td>
<td>79</td>
<td>312-792-2700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telemetrics, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td>52</td>
<td>201-848-9818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telex Communications, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>800-554-0716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomcast</td>
<td></td>
<td>69</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vega, A Mark IV Company</td>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>818-442-0782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Videotek, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td>1B</td>
<td>800-800-5719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Winsted Corporation</td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>612-944-8556</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Advertising sales offices

**NEW YORK, NEW YORK**

Gordon & Associates
210 Park Avenue, Suite 2018
New York, NY 10017
Phone: (212) 889-2235
Fax: (212) 889-2236

**OXFORD, ENGLAND**

Richard Woodley
Intercom Publishing Corp.
Unit 7, Farm Business Centre, Clifton Road, Deddington, Oxford OX15 4TF England
Phone: (0869) 28794
Fax: (0869) 28094
Telex: 837469 RECS O

**AGOURA HILLS, CALIFORNIA**

Diane Hefter
5266 Colby Avenue, Suite 108
AGOURA HILLS, CA 91301
Phone: 818-707-9416
Fax: (818) 707-9231

**SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA**

MCB Broadcast TV Systems, Inc.
501 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite 301
Santa Monica, CA 90401
Phone: (310) 557-6094
Fax: (310) 557-6093

**CHICAGO, ILLINOIS**

Vera Orlandos
23 East Jackson, Suite 1100
CHICAGO, IL 60604
Phone: (312) 435-2561
Fax: (312) 921-1491

**TOKYO, JAPAN**

Oriental Echo Inc.
Matsuya Yotakana
1101 Grand Maison
Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo
Phone: (3) 3135-9871
Fax: (3) 3135-9872
Telex: 33373 MYORENT

**FREMELL, SOUTH AUSTRALIA**

John Williamson
100 Cosyngham Street
Fremell N03, South Australia
Phone: 799-1222, 808-9326
Fax: A085113100

**CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING OVERLAND PARK, KANSAS**

Renée Hambleton
P.O. Box 12901
OVERLAND PARK, KS 66206
Phone: 913-967-1532
Fax: 913-967-1715

---
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Front Runners.

The '90s are synonymous with innovation and value. Which is why we're committed to creating quality video and audio equipment that takes "state of the art" to an even higher level. Take a look at just some of the ways Videotek is combining new technology with affordability.

Omniframe. Modular video and audio distribution amplifiers plus sync timing and test signals, our Omniframe does it all.

APM-800 Audio Program Monitor. Here's a truly innovative four stereo or eight monaural audio program monitor. You get high fidelity at an economical price.

S-2000 System Auto Measure. We've taken the lead in automatic measurement instruments! Our S-2000 accurately performs hundreds of NTSC and PAL tests. And at a fraction of what others cost.


VIDEOTEK™
A Zero Defects Company

243 Shoemaker Road, Pottstown, PA 19464  1-800-800-5719  (215) 327-2292  Fax: (215) 327-9295

Circle (2) on Reply Card
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A CARD LIKE OUR UTILITY VIDEO DA.

We’ve put it in our economical MIX BOX to give you the best value per output offered in a self-powered DA, with looping inputs and 8 outputs of broadcast video.

Excellent VALUE highlights all MIX BOX DAs. These same LEITCH 8 OUTPUT DAs populate our 19” rack-mount frames and exceed all broadcast industry standards.

Video DAs include utility video distribution, equalization, clipping, delay, and clamping.

Audio DAs have balanced high impedance inputs and a choice of 8 mono or 4 stereo balanced outputs.

Don’t gamble with Quality over Economy; Get both...

PICK A LEITCH DA CARD IN A MIX BOX.

LEITCH

FOR IMMEDIATE RESPONSE, FAX THIS PAGE TO (804) 548-4210.
To receive information by mail, call (800) 231-9673.

NAME

FAX NUMBER